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Abstract

This work investigates on computer aided integrated architectural de-
sign and production. The aim is to provide integral solutions for the de-
sign and the production of geometrically complex free-form architecture.
Investigations on computer aided geometric design and integrated man-
ufacturing are carried out with equal importance. This research is con-
sidering an integral and interdisciplinary approach, including computer
science, mathematics and architecture.

Inspired by fractal geometry, the IFS formalism is studied with re-
gards to discrete architectural geometric design. The geometric design
method studied provides new shape control possibilities unifying two
separate design paradigms of rough and smooth objects. Capable to de-
sign fractal geometric figures, the method also covers the generation of
classical objects such as conics and NURBS-curves. Close attention has
payed to the design of iterative free-form surfaces, which are composed
entirely out of planar elements. A surface method based on projected
vector sums is proposed. The resulting geometric figures are expressed
in a discrete form and can be easily translated into a coherent set of con-
structional elements.

The studies for translation of the geometrical elements into construc-
tional elements consider integrated manufacturing. Addressing and num-
bering of the elements by iterative geometric design are investigated and
compared to lexicographically ordered addressing systems, in order to
provide an adequate data structure for the design, production and assem-
bly of the constructional elements. For the generation of the data describ-
ing constructional elements, problems related to thickening and offset
meshes are discussed. Once the global geometry of the constructional
part has been computed, parameters are defined for generic automated
detailing. Hereby the entire description of the constructional elements
is completed. These elements are mapped and packed with regards to
the coordinate system of a CNC-machine and the properties and the di-
mensions of the raw material, providing the complete set of workshop
plans needed for integrated manufacturing. For automated generation of
machine instructions (G-code), machining strategies - depending on the
type of machine used, tool and material properties - are elaborated.

Finally, the integrated digital design methods studied within the scope
of this thesis are tested and verified by the realization of different reduced
scale prototypes. The studied applications range from bearing vault struc-
tures to fractal and smooth timber panel shell structures. The developed
methods have shown to be efficient for the design and the realization
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of geometrically complex architectural objects. The required planning
effort to handle and manipulate the design and the production data has
been greatly reduced. Some of the proposed methods have proved to be
robust and general enough to be applied on real world applications. Itera-
tive geometric design provides high degree of design possibilities offering
an efficient tool for the creation of smooth and rough free form objects.
The possibility to incorporate successive folds in free-form objects allows
structural applications.

Keywords: Free-form architecture, discrete computer aided geomet-
ric design, IFS, integrated manufacturing

Résumé

Ce travail s’interesse à la question de la conception et de la production
de projets architecturaux assistés par ordinateur. Le but est de dévelop-
per des solutions techniques pour le dessin et la production de projet ar-
chitecturaux complexes se basant sur des géométries non-standards. La
recherche se concentre à la foi sur des problèmes liés à la modélisation
géométrique assisté par ordinateur et la production automatisée des élé-
ments de constructions. Cette recherche considère une approche inté-
grale – du dessin à l’objet – et interdisciplinaire intégrant les domaines
d’informatique, mathématique et architecture.

Inspiré par la géométrie fractale, des systèmes de fonctions itérés
(IFS) sont étudiés comme formalisme de modélisation géométrique dis-
crète. La méthode de modélisation géométrique étudiée offre de nou-
velles possibilités de contrôle de la forme en unifiant le domaine des
formes lisses avec le domaine de formes rugueuses. Capable de con-
cevoir des objets fractals, la méthode permet également la génération
d’objets lisses comme par exemple des NURBS ou des coniques. Des
études particulières portent sur la modélisation itérative de surfaces libres
composées uniquement d’éléments plans. Ainsi, une méthode de modéli-
sation de surface est développée, basée sur la somme vectorielle projetée
de deux courbes. Les objets géométriques qui en résultent sont exprimés
sous une forme discrète et peuvent ainsi facilement être traduits dans un
ensemble cohérent d’éléments de construction.

Les études permettant la traduction des éléments géométriques en
éléments de construction considèrent des procédés de fabrication automa-
tique assistée par ordinateur. L’adressage des éléments obtenus par l’algorithme
de construction géométrique itérative est étudié et comparé à des sys-
tèmes d’adressage ordonnés de manière lexicographique, afin d’obtenir
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une structure des données adéquate à la conception, la production et au
montage. En ce qui concerne la description géométrique des éléments de
construction, le problème d’épaississement de maillage à base de carreau
est abordé. Après la génération de la géométrie globale des éléments de
construction, un ensemble de paramètres permets la génération automa-
tique de détails génériques. Ainsi, les données complètes des éléments de
construction sont établies. Par la suite, ces données sont transposéss de
l’espace de dessin 3D vers l’espace de travail de la machine à commande
numérique en fonction des dimensions et des propriétés du matériau brut.
A cet état, les donnés représente le jeu complet des plans d’atelier pour
une fabrication assisté par ordinateur. Pour la génération automatique
des instructions machine (code-G), une série de stratégie d’usinage est
élaboré prennant en compte le type de machine, les outils utilisés, le
matériau choisi et de la géométrie des pièces.

Les outils de conception digitale développé lors de cette recherche
sont testés et vérifiés par la réalisation de plusieurs prototypes. Les appli-
cations proposées varient entre des éléments ornementaux et décoratifs et
des applications structurels de coque plissée en panneaux de bois mas-
sifs. Ainsi, les outils développés doivent démontrer leur efficacité pour
la conception et la production d’objets architecturaux géométriquement
complexes. Les résultats montrent que l’effort de planification nécessaire
pour la gestion et la manipulation des données de projet et de production
a été fortement réduit. Quelques méthodes proposées ont même prouvé
être assez générales et solides pour être appliquées à des projets réels. La
modélisation géométrique itérative offre des grandes libertés de concep-
tion de formes donnant un outil efficace pour la création et la réalisation
d’objets non standard lisses ou rugueux. Par la suite, la possibilité de
pouvoir intégrer des plies successifs aux formes libres permet en plus des
applications structurelles.

Mots clefs : Architecture non-standard, modélisation géométrique
discrète assisté par ordinateur, IFS, fabrication par comande numérique
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CHAPTER 1

Goals and Methods

This work investigates on computer aided integrated architectural de-
sign and production. The aim is to provide integral solutions for the de-
sign and the production of geometrically complex free-form architecture.
Investigations on computer aided geometric design and integrated manu-
facturing are carried out with equal importance. The research is consid-
ering an interdisciplinary approach, including computer science, mathe-
matics and architecture.

The goals of this research can be considered individually with regards
to three distinct fields of interest, which are:

• Geometric design
• Digital production of architecture
• Applications

Within the following, the goals concerning each of the above mentioned
categories are explained more in detail. However, it is important to note
that the integral and multi-disciplinary approach is of high importance. In
terms of efficient design and production of geometrically complex archi-
tecture, we believe that the design process can not be optimized regarding
the concerned fields on its own only. Therefore, the solutions on the level
of geometric design have to consider notions of the level of production,
and vice versa.

1.1. Geometric Design

1.1.1. Iterative Geometric Design. The goal in terms of geometric
design is to provide a model, which is general enough to represent a large
variety of shapes. The figures, which the model should be capable to
construct, are:

• classical smooth figures (Béziers, Splines, NURBS etc.)
• Subdivision curves and subdivision surfaces (e.g. Cattmul-Clark)
• Fractal figures (Von Koch curve, Sierpinski triangle, Dürer pen-

tagon etc.)
• L-Systems (Trees, plants, etc.)

15
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A general model, which integrates the above mentioned shape families,
would present the advantage that it would provide the possibility to change
continuously between different shape grammars. Today, the user is forced
to decide in advance whether he is going to design a smooth Bézier-
surface or an accidented fractal figure. There is actually no tool which
allows natural transition between these separate design paradigms.

Iterated function systems, IFS, described by Barnsley [Bar88], have
been developed in order to formalize the construction of fractal objects.
However, the rather general expression of the formalism might also be
used for the representation of other than only fractal figures. Subdivision
modeling, which is mainly used for the construction of smooth figures,
can be simply represented within the scope of IFS-Modeling.

The basic idea of using IFS to generate a large number of possible
shapes, aims to provide architects a geometric design method which uni-
fies the until now separate paradigms of the smooth and the rough.

1.1.2. Control Parameters. Methods of shape control should pro-
vide both, a graphical and a declarative way to manipulate the figures de-
signed. It may provide common interface methods known from NURBS-
modeling, which are namely the control of the figure by its control points.
The control points may be organized in different ways. Depending on
the topology of the modeled figure we will work with control-polygons,
-grids, -branching structures, to name just a few. The control points pro-
vide a intuitive graphical interface to manipulate the geometric figure at
the computer screen. In addition to this, a declarative interface, which
allows the input of precise coordinate data, should be provided simulta-
neously.

While the control points allow the manipulation of the figure at a
global level, they do not offer the design of the local aspect of the geom-
etry designed. Therefore, further control has to be established which will
act locally on the shape’s properties in order to allow defining respectively
the roughness and the smoothness of the figure.

1.1.3. Constraints. The free-form geometries designed at the com-
puter screen lack generally in physical feasibility. Since CAGD-software
does not consider physical properties, as for example gravity, it is obvi-
ous that computer aided geometric design makes it possible to design a
lot more shapes than the ones that we are actually able to build. The fact
that we intend to produce feasible figures, which are not only displayed
on a computer screen, forces us to restrict in some terms the liberty of the
designer. Criteria, that define what is constructible, have to be identified.
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These criteria will further be translated into a list of constraints, which
the geometry engine must verify, in order to provide figures suitable for
physical realization. While the definition of the topological and geomet-
rical constraints is rather straight forward, the integration of them into the
geometric design method turns out to be rather difficult.

Within this thesis, only some constraints are going to be consid-
ered. First, question related to topological constraints will be treated.
Later, specific geometrical constraints are considered. The aim of the
constraints is to describe a system which gives control over following
properties:

• Connectivity vs. discontinuity
• Overlay and self-intersection
• Control of the local structure
• Planarity of the components

1.2. Digital Production of Architecture

The conversion of purely geometric figures into applications in the
field of architecture poses a certain number of questions. As stated ear-
lier in this chapter, the virtually designed geometries do not correspond
to the constraints emanating from the different construction processes in
the field of architecture. The designed geometric objects, are often lo-
cally double curved, what makes their physical realization difficult. The
production of double curved elements is time intensive and its costs re-
main relatively expensive - despite of the use of integrated manufacturing
techniques. A certain number of points aiming to optimize the produc-
tion costs, is already integrated in the constraints which the geometric
model verifies. Further optimization tries to close the gap between the
early design stage at the computer screen and the physical realization in
the carpenter studio.

Generally, the geometric object does not meet all properties that are
necessary for its physical construction. Therefore, several post-processing
methods will have to be applied in order to translate the geometric data
into a coherent set of constructional elements. These post-processing
methods can be split into the following work steps:

• Computation of the geometric data of the constructional ele-
ments
• Mapping functions relating data from the geometric figure to

the constructional elements
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• Automated creation of machine instructions for integrated man-
ufacturing
• Addressing and labeling of the constructional elements for fa-

cilitating the logistics during both production and assembly

1.3. Applications of Discrete Geometry to Architecture

The application of iterative geometry for architectural use is central
to this work. It provides a way to verify the validity of the established
methods. The range of potential applications reaches from purely dec-
orative architectural elements, representing an ornamental character, to
big scale structures, which provide load bearing capacities. The applica-
tions are tested on a series of reduced scale prototypes, which verify the
suitability of iterative geometric design for architectural use.



CHAPTER 2

State of the Art

This chapter provides an introduction into the topic of geometric de-
sign for architectural use, the broader framework of this research as well
as recent development in the fields of timber constructions and fractal
geometry.

2.1. Architectural Geometry

2.1.1. On Architectural Geometry. Since the early nineties, archi-
tects have shown greater interest in the use of computer aided design
tools. Nowadays, using computers and computer aided solutions for the
design and the production of complex architectural projects has become
fairly common. The new computer aided design tools have basically been
developed by the automotive and aeronautic industry. Some tools have
been created by the industrial design or the motion picture industry.

The software solutions, which today’s architects work with, provide
a large variety of very powerful tools for the generation of non-classical
geometric figures. Common geometric design methods provided by mod-
ern CAD-software are NURBS and Subdivision modeling techniques.
The tremendous variety of shapes, which might be easily generated by
such tools, has to be considered relatively to the actual ability to phys-
ically produce the buildings. The production methods employed in the
field of architecture and the properties of architectural design differ greatly
from the range of applications the computer aided tools have been devel-
oped for initially. Until today, physical realization of free-form architec-
tural objects remains rather difficult and demands tremendous effort in
terms of planning time and production cost.

In the last decade, numerous architects and engineers have tried to
face the problem of lacking feasibility. Several specialized solutions for

19
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particular projects have been worked out. In some cases, major architec-
tural offices have founded separate departments for researching on dedi-
cated solutions for the realizations of geometrically “complex” objects1.
The fabrication techniques in the automotive industry use mass produc-
tion. Contrary to this, the manufacturing techniques for the production
of architecture is oriented for the production of prototypes. In architec-
ture, a particular design is generally built only once, whereas a specific
car model is designed to be produced in series of ten-thousands or more.

The fact that each building is in some way a prototype makes difficult
the development and optimization of technical solutions with regards to
rational production of complex architecture. This may partially explain
why there is no specialized software, as for car design, which integrates
criteria from the production at an early design stage. In the field of archi-
tecture, we have to deal with the problem of mass-customization, which
is far different from working with the concept of mass-production.

The problems addressed within the previous paragraph let several sci-
entists investigate on the problem of architectural geometry. In order to
provide new geometric methods for the efficient realization of geomet-
rically complex architectural objects, tremendous effort is undertaken.
Most of the time, the discovered solution is focusing on a very particular
problem. In the field of discrete geometry, a lot of interesting work has
recently been done [PBCW07].

2.1.2. Mathematical Models for Architectural Use. The architect
employs principles of geometry in an applied way. The mathematical
methods, more precisely geometrical methods, serve as tools which help
to develop, refine and communicate his designs. Several historical exam-
ples demonstrate the interest in applied architectural geometry. Below, a
selective list presents scientists endorsing the use of geometrical methods
as tools for the architect’s profession:

(1) Vitruvius insists in [PolBC] about the importance of geometry
and mathematics as a tool for the architect. In his ten books,
he teaches the work of the mathematicians Pythagoras, Archy-
tas and Eratosthenes as base for the representation of the ar-
chitectural design (ichnographia, orthographia, scaenographia).

1The term complex geometry is often employed in the field of construction for build-
ings which were not designed using the principles of euclidean geometry. Modern geo-
metric design methods offered by actual CAD-software include NURBS-modeling tech-
niques, to which the designing architect is not specially familiar. The lack of mathemati-
cal knowledge of the architect does not mean in any sens that such geometric figures are
complex in a mathematical sense.
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These mathematical methods provide rules for proportion, har-
mony and order (venustas) and may be used for precise car-
tography. In his opinion, the architect’s multidisciplinary pro-
fession incorporating large knowledge in different domains is
the most excellent of all sciences (“summum templum architec-
turae”).

(2) Some of Dürer’s most famous drawings are teaching the princi-
ples of the central perspective based on Alberti’s method, which
became a common architect’s tool for the representation of de-
signs. Besides this, Dürer publishes in “Four Books on Mea-
surement” (cf. [Dür38]) variations of Platonic solids by studies
on Archimedes’s semi-regular solids. Knowing the work of Vit-
ruvius, he talks about Euclid’s Elements, Ptolemy and Apollo-
nius, who taught him several methods of curve design. Finally,
in the third book, the principles of geometry are applied to ar-
chitecture and civil engineering.

(3) The french mathematician Gaspar Monge founded the princi-
ples of descriptive geometry. In addition to his work on an-
alytical geometry [Mon50], his work on descriptive geometry
has been published in [Mon47]. After a couple of decades of
non-disclosure for military use, Monge’s method of descrip-
tive geometry became available to architects and civil engineers
around 1850. Until today, his method is used as a standard for
technical drawings.

The wide use of descriptive geometry in architecture shows the impor-
tance of applied mathematics in the field of architectural design. How-
ever, using mathematical and geometrical methods for the architectural
design demands a found knowledge of the employed techniques. Re-
cently, several new geometric design methods - namely, computer aided
geometric design methods - have become available to the architect. These
new computer aided design tools may be considered easy to use since
they are provided with intuitive modeling techniques offering interactive
graphical user interfaces. Too often, the designer behind the computer
screen does not have an accurate understanding about the implied geo-
metrical methods, which can be limiting the potential of the powerful
design tools offered.
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2.2. New Methods in Timber Construction

Working in the field of timber construction, this research is focused
on application within that domain. Even though the geometric design
methods and some of the production techniques treated are not exclu-
sively restricted to the field of timber construction. It is important to note
that recent technological changes in timber construction have particularly
motivated us to focus our research on timber for the design and construc-
tion of free-form architecture.

2.2.1. Integrated Manufacturing. Recently, the industry of timber
construction in central Europe has seen important changes. The techno-
logical changes can be considered as a second industrialization in this do-
main. Large scale integrated manufacturing devices have been installed
in all major carpenter studios. The manufacturing process has mainly
been automated. Several products, such as Hundegger or LignoCam, al-
low efficient realization of standardized cuts. The software used allows
rapid realization of complicated wood-wood connections. The impor-
tance of the investments in this sector witness of a general interest in new
technologies.

FIGURE 2.2.1. Example of a 5-Axis milling machine

These new technologies are mainly used to produce established and
traditional constructional systems. The potential of the installed equip-
ment is far from being exhausted. 5-Axis cutting machines (cf. figure
2.2.1) can produce virtually any constructional part. They are generally
multipurpose devices that can be easily adapted to more specific tasks.
The production cost of a particular part is mainly depending on the ma-
chining time. In terms of manufacturing time, there is absolutely no dif-
ference in machining a constructional element of a free-form geometry
compared to a standardized element, regardless of the geometry of the
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part being produced. The difference lies in the programming of the ma-
chine, or more precisely, in the generation of the machine instructions.
While there exists tremendous experience for the production of standard-
ized constructional elements, the generation of the machine’s instructions
for the production of “complex” geometry remains too often done by
hand, which means high manufacturing costs.

2.2.2. New Timber Products. Within the last few years, numerous
innovative timber products have been developed. Among the diversity of
new products on the market, our interest relies particularly in big size de-
rived timber panels. The composition of the panels vary from one product
to another. There exist glued laminated block panels or laminated panels
with nailed, screwed or doweled connections. A more detailed overview
of the existing products can be found in [BW07]. The main interest of
these panels is their size, which allows using them as wall or slab element.
This is also their main field of application. Another major advantage of
these timber derived products remains in their suitability to be used for
structural applications. The use of timber block panels for load bearing
walls has led to specific products, which differ from the ones used for
slabs.

The above mentioned panels are derived timber products providing a
higher homogeneity than the natural material wood. This homogeneity
allows to employ the material wood in new and unseen ways. Combined
with integrated manufacturing, new applications may be developed pro-
viding solutions to the production of geometrically complex free-form
architecture.

2.2.3. New Timber Structures. Given the variety of new timber
products and the disposal of new manufacturing methods, research on
new and innovative timber structure has been carried out recently. At
the laboratory for timber construction, IBOIS, professor Yves Weinand’s
team is researching on different new types of timber structures dealing
with new geometrical design methods. The research projects are dealing
with Origami structures [BW06b, HW07, HW08b, HW08a, BW08b],
woven structures [HW09], fractal structures[SGW08, TBSG+06, TSGW07,
GTSW08, SWG08, GTSW09] and free-form grid shells [WP06, PW06,
NW, NW07]. A summary of the ongoing research field is resumed in
[Wei08a, Wei08b].
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2.3. Broader Framework of the Research

This thesis is part of a broader research project entitled “Fractal Ge-
ometry and its Applications in Timber Construction” which started back
in 2005. The project team consists in a group of scientists working in the
field of architecture, mathematics and computer science. The goal of this
interdisciplinary research team is to develop computer aided solutions for
the realization of geometrically complex architectural objects.

Closer study of fractal modeling showed that the underlying rule-set,
which allows the construction of highly complex fractal figures, is rather
simple. The simplicity of the mathematical method used for the construc-
tion of fractal shapes drove the team to put up following hypothesis: The
method of iterative fractal modeling will allow optimizing the construc-
tion of “free-form” architecture. This hypothesis assumes that the fact of
using simple rules for the construction of geometrical figures will sim-
plify the construction of the physical architectural object. The geometric
parts, which constitute fractal figures, are all treated equally. This lets as-
sume that the constructional elements building up the final architectural
object will be rationalized, if designed by fractal iterative modeling. This
rationalization will allow a more efficient handling of the geometric data
which in term will allow automated generation of manufacturing plans
and finally will permit integrated production of the constructional parts.

On the one hand, fractal modeling showed potential in terms of opti-
mization. On the other hand, it offered a large variety of shapes obtainable
by iterative modeling.

2.3.1. Interdisciplinary Research Team. The research mentioned
above was carried out by professor Yves Weinand, civil engineer and
architect, professor Peter Buser, mathematician working in the field of
geometry and topology, Dr. Eric Tosan, mathematician and computer
scientist working in the field of fractal geometry.

The possibility to work within that interdisciplinary setting provided
tremendously large knowledge and rich moments of discussion and ex-
change. Initially, three PhD. candidates working in the same laboratory
were forming of the team. Being architect, notions of geometric design
and software development had to be understood and considered. The es-
tablished dialog enabled each other to enlarge his individual knowledge
and to integrate concerns of the other domains.
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2.4. Existing Work in Fractal Geometry

2.4.1. Applications of Fractal Geometry. Since about 1970, frac-
tal geometry as a new branch of mathematics influences the development
of science in various fields (physics, chemistry, medicine etc.). In addi-
tion, its mathematical methods influenced visualization software. Here
are some of the domains in which contemporary fractal geometry is ap-
plied:

• 3D virtual imaging (mountains, plants, clouds, etc.)
• physics, chemistry, physiology
• digital image compression (JPEG)
• technologies (fractal antennas)

The following are standard references dealing with fractal geometry in
a general way: Falconer [Fal90], Barnsley [Bar88] and Prusinkiewicz
[Pru89]. They are considered as sources which serve indirectly the pur-
pose of our research.

At the origin of fractal geometry, one consideration was the geomet-
ric construction of natural objects. The best known reference being Man-
delbrot [Man82]. Mabdelbrot discovered the method of fractal geometry
initially to describe the shape of natural objects. In contrast to this, our re-
search does not focus on the use of this method in order to imitate natural
objects but rather uses the formalism of fractal geometry to create archi-
tectural and design objects. More precisely, we use a formalism inspired
by IFS [Bar88]or L-system [Pru89].

2.4.2. Fractals in Architecture. The use of fractals in architecture
at the scale of a city has been studied by Humpert [HH89] and Batty
[BL94] who analyze the city by means of different fractal aspects, which
are: self-similarity in scale (of the city’s texture), fractal growth (looking
at the overall shape in different times) and fractal size distribution (dis-
persion and aggregation of urban agglomerations). To understand fractal
size distribution of buildings in settled areas one may consult Frankhauser
[Fra94, Fra97]. For the concept of self-similarity of the shape of a build-
ing at different scales we refer to Trivedi [Tri89] and Sala [Sal02]. The
phenomena of self-similarity in patterns of ornamental use can be studied
within the work of Bovill [Bov03] and Rodrigez [RR03]. The notion of
self-similarity in scale will be considered in our research. Investigations
in the field of urban design are not considered within the scope of the
presented study.
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In the field of civil engineering, a few papers exist, dealing with ap-
plications of fractal geometry (for example the papers on fractal FEM-
meshes [LDFS04, MP02]).

2.4.3. Fractal Geometric Modeling. Recently, different research projects
piloted by the LIRIS have been studying fractal geometric modeling.
Within this work, different methods have been developed for extend-
ing classical geometric design by fractal shapes. It has been shown in
[ZT96, TZTV97] that it is possible to manipulate fractal figures with the
same methods as the ones used for classical geometric design, as i.e.:
control point editing, deformations or tensor products. Further, the intro-
duction of constraints on the transformations matrices provides control
on some topological properties of the generated figures [Tos99, TGB02].
Hereby, a general modeling method (IFS), which has initially been de-
veloped for the visualization of natural objects, has become a geometric
design method producing well structured figures (i.e.: face-edge-vertex
meshes). The research on fractal geometric modeling has extensively
been published in [Gen92, Tho96, Tos96, Zai98].

2.4.4. Comments about the existing work. Even though fractal ge-
ometry has seen different industrial applications, to our knowledge, there
exist no direct applications of fractal geometric design for the creation
and the production of free-form architecture. In the field of architecture,
several works have been carried out (cf. 2.4.2) using fractals for the anal-
ysis of architectural patterns at different scales. The use of fractal geom-
etry as a design tool represents a completely new approach. Therefore,
the stated references are seen as background and do not directly show
an influence on the present research. However, we will use and develop
further the IFS-formalism developed by Barnsley [Bar88] and by Tosan
et al. [ZT96, TZTV97]. This will be addressed within the following
chapter.
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Iterative Geometric Design





CHAPTER 3

Mathematical Background

3.1. Introduction

In order to present the geometric design method studied, some math-
ematical background needs to be explained. Before explaining the prin-
ciples of transformation driven geometric design, a series of historical
examples will be discussed. This will introduce the reader to the meth-
ods of iterative geometric design. The relation between the mathematical
method of geometric design and the physically constructed building will
be shown by examples in part 3.

FIGURE 3.1.1. Pythagoras tree

3.2. Of Monster Curves ...

3.2.1. The Cantor set. The Cantor set, also called Cantor dust, is
named after the German mathematician Georg Cantor [Can84]. It de-
scribes a set of points which lies on a straight line. In the end of the 19th
century, this figure attracted the attention of mathematicians because of
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its apparently contradictory properties. Cantor himself described it as
a perfect set, which is nowhere dense. Further properties, such as self-
similarity, compactness and discontinuity, have been studied years later.
The geometrical construction of the Cantor set can be explained as fol-
lows: Take a straight line segment, divide it into three parts of equal
length and remove its middle third; divide again each of the resulting line
segments and keep removing their middle thirds. If you repeat this for
each of the new line segments, you will end up with the Cantor set (cf.
figure 3.2.1).

FIGURE 3.2.1. Cantor set

3.2.2. The Von Koch Curve. The Von Koch curve belongs among
the first found and best known fractal objects. In 1904, the Swedish math-
ematician Helge Von Koch described it for the first time in [Koc04]. The
Curve is constructed stepwise. Beginning from a straight line, there re-
sults a meandering curve (cf. figure 3.2.2 ) with following strange prop-
erties:

• It does not possess a gradient, which means that it can not be
differentiated
• The length of any of its sections is always infinite

The geometrical construction of the Von Koch curve is iterative, where
each of the construction steps consists of four affine geometric transfor-
mations. The primitive is a section of a straight line, which is scaled,
rotated and displaced by each of the transformations {T1 . . .T4}. Per con-
struction step, four duplicates are generated, of which each will produce
four more duplicates in the next construction step.
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T1

T2

T3

T4

FIGURE 3.2.2. Von Koch curve

3.3. ... and Iterative Geometric Objects

3.3.1. De Castejau’s Method. In order to top off this series of in-
troductory examples, we would like to address briefly the Bézier curve.
In 1959, De Casteljau discovered an algorithmic method for the construc-
tion of the today called the Bézier curve (cf. figure 3.3.1). De Casteljau
was employed by Citroën for the development of mathematical methods
describing the geometry of the car’s autobodies. De Casteljau’s method
is based on iterative construction [dC59, dC63], which is highly simi-
lar to the construction of a Von Koch curve. The actual Bézier curve
was analytically described by Bézier in 1962 as a polynomial function
[Béz62]. Simultaneously to the work of Paul De Casteljau, Pierre Bézier
was working at Renaults and developed independently from his concur-
rent de Casteljau the software Unisurf, which presents the headstone of
today’s computer aided geometric design software - the concepts of CAD
and CAM were born.

FIGURE 3.3.1. Iterative construction of a Bézier-curve

3.3.2. Iterated Function Systems. The strange properties of the afore-
mentioned objects led the mathematicians to name them “monster curves”.
In 1981, based on Hutchinson’s operator [Hut81], Barnsley defined a for-
malism which was able to describe such objects in a deterministic way
[Bar88]. His IFS-method (Iterated Function Systems) consists in a set of
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contracting functions that are applied iteratively. In our case, a function is
an affine geometric transformation. Iterative means that the construction
is done step by step. The input of a construction step is the result of the
step before. What is really new in Barnsley’s detection is that the result-
ing geometric figures are not defined by the primitive used, but rather by
its transformations. The proof is the construction of a Sierpinski triangle,
which uses a fish as primitive. Analogous to this, the Von Koch curve
might be constructed based on the letter "A". The result we end up with
remains strictly the same. The conclusion, that it is theoretically possi-
ble to use any form of primitive for the construction of such geometric
figures, led us to the hypothesis that it is basically possible to use con-
struction elements as primitives. Instead of using fishes like Barnsley, we
would rather use construction elements such as beams or panels etc.

FIGURE 3.3.2. Barnsley’s illustration for IFS

3.3.3. IFS-formalism. The geometric figures of the examples shown
in the beginning of this section are all defined by a set of transformations
{Ti}. As Barnsley teaches us, the result is indifferent to the initial object
on which is applied the set of transformations. This is true for the limit
state, also called attractor A, which is the resulting figure if the set of
transformation {Ti} is applied an infinite number of times. The attractor
A is the unique non-empty compact such that

A =
⋃

i

TiA

The attractor, as shown in figure 3.3.3, is a theoretical object, which
we will not discuss any further. We will work on the intermediate con-
struction steps that are given by the following sequence:

Kn+1 =
⋃

i

TiKn

Where K represents the initial figure, the so called germ. K might be
any arbitrary object as for example a fish, as shown in figure 3.3.2, or a
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straight line segment, as used for the construction of a von Koch curve or
a Bézier curve (cf. figures 3.2.2 and 3.3.1).

FIGURE 3.3.3. Graphical representations of the Attrac-
tor as a union of its components

Finally, the following equation shall be mentioned, which relates the
geometric figure K at construction step n→ ∞ to the attractor A:

lim
n→∞

(Kn) = A

Within the following, the modeled objects will be defined as the pro-
jection of an IFS via a projection operator P.

3.3.4. Projected Iterated Function Systems. While the IFS for-
malism presented in 3.3.3 is fully defined by the parameters of the trans-
formations {Ti} and the initial primitive K, the projected IFS integrate
control points P as further parameters into that formalism. Hereby, fig-
ures created by projected IFS can be controlled in a similar way as clas-
sical geometric figures such as for example Bézier curves or Splines (cf.
figure 3.3.4).

FIGURE 3.3.4. Smooth and fractal figure with control
points designed by projected IFS according to [ZT96]
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The design of iteratively constructed curves by control points has
first been discovered by De Casteljau, who used it for the construction of
smooth figures (cf. section 3.3.1). Overveld, Prautzsch and Michelli stud-
ied recursively defined curves related to cubic Bézier curves in [vO90,
MP87, PM87], where the De Casteljau’s method was partially extended
to fractal like curves (“wild curves”). However, the control of fractal ob-
jects by the aid of control points was first proposed by Tosan and Zair in
[ZT96, Zai98], who integrated the control points P into the formalism of
IFS as a projection operator.



CHAPTER 4

Discrete Iterative Geometric Design

The strange properties of the geometric figures discussed in section
3.2 are concerning the limit state, the attractor. For practical applications,
the theoretical object of the attractor A is far less relevant than its inter-
mediate construction state Kn. In the scope of this work, the construction
state Kn has following properties:

• Kn is computational point by point
• The resulting geometry is always expressed by a finite number

of elements (points, lines, faces)

While the above mentioned properties of the figures are suitable for their
geometric construction, they present also an interest suitable for software
implementation of the design method.

Further, the fact that the geometry data presents a discrete expression
is advantageous for later physical realization. Discrete geometry presents
certain advantages for the application of free-form geometries to architec-
ture such as the ones discussed later on in part 3 of the present document.

4.1. Transformation driven Geometric Design

As stated in section 3.3.3, the final aspect of the iteratively con-
structed geometry is defined by the transformations. In order to control
the resulting figure, the geometric design method has to provide solutions,
which allows acting on the transformations used for the construction of
the figure.

FIGURE 4.1.1. First construction steps of a Bézier curve

35
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A example of an iteratively constructed Bézier curve is shown in fig-
ure 4.1.1. The figure shows the first construction steps of a Bézier curve
with three control points P shown in red.

P = (p1, p2, p3) =

 p1,x p2,x p3,x
p1,y p2,y p3,y
p1,z p2,z p3,z


At the beginning (n = 0), the initial figure K consists in the line con-

necting the end points of the control polygon [p1, p3]. Per construction
step, two transformations {T1,T2} are applied on each element. Below,
the first three steps of the construction sequence are shown.

PK0 = PK
PK1 = PT1K0

⋃
PT2K0 = PT1K

⋃
PT2K

PK2 = PT1K1
⋃

PT2K1 = PT1T1K
⋃

PT1T2K
⋃

PT2T1K
⋃

PT2T2K
PK3 = PT1K2

⋃
PT2K2 = PT1T1T1K

⋃
. . .
⋃

PT2T2T2K

Each element of PKi can be computed by following the construction
tree shown in figure 4.1.2.

FIGURE 4.1.2. Construction sequence: Tree representation

For our work, transformation matrices are used to describe affine geo-
metric transformations. We work with barycentric coordinates, which
means that each computed point is based on a combination of the entry
points. In the present example of a Bézier curve with three control points,
each transformation can be expressed by one 3x3 matrix:
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T1 = (c1,c2,c3) =

 1 0.5 0.25
0 0.5 0.5
0 0 0.25


T2 = (c4,c5,c6) =

 0.25 0 0
0.5 0.5 0
0.25 0.5 1



In the field of subdivision modeling, the above shown transformation
matrices are rather standard. They work with fixed values conducting al-
ways to the same result: a smooth Bézier curve with three control points.

A closer look at the transformation matrices of the Bézier curve shows
that they have certain values in common. For example: The column c1
of T1 as well as the last column c6 of T2 is fixed. Further, the last column
of T1 is identical to the first column of T2. These dependencies guarantee
that the resulting curve will be continuous. The rest of the values are free
and can be modified at the designer’s desire.

If we want to generalize the above mentioned findings, we can say
that certain values of the transformation matrices are constrained whereas
others are free. Based on the example of an iteratively constructed contin-
uous curve with two transformations and three control points, the general
scheme of the transformation matrices is:

T1 =

 1 c2,1 c3,1
0 c2,2 c3,2
0 c2,3 c3,3

, T2 =

 c3,1 c5,1 0
c3,2 c5,2 0
c3,3 c5,3 1



In order to act on the free values of the transformation matrices, we
define a graphical data input method. We introduce the set of points {si},
which we call "subdivision points" (cf. figure 4.1.3).

(s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6) =

 s1,x s2,x s3,x s4,x s5,x s6,x
s1,y s2,y s3,y s4,y s5,y s6,y
s1,z s2,z s3,z s4,z s5,z s6,z
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Each subdivision point si corresponds to the projection via P of a
column ci. In other words, the subdivision point si is the image of the
control points P by ci. Therefore:

si = Pci

FIGURE 4.1.3. Representation of control and subdivi-
sion points

The relation si = Pci between {pi,si,Ti} is graphically illustrated by
figure 4.1.4.

FIGURE 4.1.4. Relation between the control points P,
the subdivision points S and the transformations matrices
T

Accordingly , the coordinates of the subdivision point si are obtained
by the control points P transformed by ci as follows:

si =

 si,x
si,y
si,z

=

 p1,x · ci,1 + p2,x · ci,2 + p3,x · ci,3
p1,y · ci,1 + p2,y · ci,2 + p3,y · ci,3
p1,z · ci,1 + p2,z · ci,2 + p3,z · ci,3


Note: In the example shown in figure 4.1.4, the subdivision point s1

depend only on {p1, p2} while the subdivision points {s2,s3} are depend-
ing on a combination of all three control points {p1, p2, p3}.
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By this relation, the values of the columns ci can be obtained by the
position of the subdivision points si relative to the position of the control
points P, using the equation below:

ci = P−1si

where P−1 is the inverse matrix of the control points P.
This property allows us to act on the transformation matrices T by

manipulating the subdivision points. Figure 4.1.5 shows two cases of IFS-
figures where the coordinates of the subdivision points {si} have been
modified relatively to the control points P. Effectively, the values {ci,i} of
the subdivision matrices {Ti} have been changed accordingly, conducting
to two different figures: A smooth Bézier curve, on the left, and a rough
fractal curve, on the right.

FIGURE 4.1.5. Acting on the transformation matrices
by manipulating the subdivision points (shown in blue)

4.1.1. Potential of Transformation driven Geometric Design. Clas-
sical subdivision schemes allow the creation of smooth shapes. Their en-
try parameter is a set of control points, each of which can be freely posi-
tioned in the model-space (generally R3). The data of these control points
are used as bases for the subdivision algorithm, which utilizes predefined
matrices to compute the new points. Contrary to this, the subdivision
matrices in our model are not pre-defined but can be parametrized by S.
These new parameters are graphically represented by points, which can
be freely positioned in the model space in the same way as the control
points. Each of these points - which we called subdivision points S - is
the image of the control points P by the subdivision operator.
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FIGURE 4.1.6. IFS curve design: adjustment of rough-
ness / smoothness

This gives us the possibility to act on the local aspect of the figure
being designed. Whether a figure is smooth or rough depends only on the
affine geometric transformations. The same curve might be smooth or
rough. By changing the subdivision parameters, respectively the smooth-
ness and the roughness can be adjusted, as shown in figure 4.1.6. The
input of the subdivision parameters is controlled by the position of the
subdivision points. Alongside the control points, which are widely known
in classical CAD-software, subdivision points augment the variety of de-
sign possibilities. They provide a graphical way to manipulate the affine
geometric transformations (subdivision operator), which are expressed in
the user-unfriendly form of n-dimensional matrices that work under the
skin of the graphical user interface.

4.2. Constrained Geometric Design

The goal is to develop design strategies that make the design and the
production of free-form surfaces easier. Therefore, the geometric design
should meet certain topological and geometrical constraints. The con-
straints are mainly dictated by physical and production conditions, com-
ing from the field of construction. Within the following, a few examples
of different constraints are presented.

E.g. an important point might be that the free-form object will be
built out of planar timber panels. According to this, the geometrical con-
straint demands that the virtual 3D-model must be constituted completely
of planar parts. We will work on this constraint in sections 4.3 and 8.4.

In chapter 3.2, we have presented a series of iteratively constructed
objects. Not all of them are suitable for physical realization. The Cantor
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set for instance, is just a set of discontinued line fractions. Since we
generally need material continuity (unless designing ornaments or such),
the elements building up the geometric figure have to verify that they are
connected with each other. Continuity represents a topological constraint.

In order to avoid complex detailing of the nodes of a wire frame
structure, it is advantageous to know the number of bars coinciding in
one node. To fix the number of bars per node to 6, we might work with
surfaces which are entirely composed of regular triangular faces. This
is a topological constraint. On the one hand, constraints will make the
physical realization of free-form objects easier. On the other hand, they
may limit the design possibilities, and therefore restrict the form-finding
process, what we want to avoid as far as possible.

4.3. New Constrained Surface Model

Within the following, a new surface method will be presented, which
has been developed together with the computer scientist Gilles Gouaty
within the scope of this work. It has been developed to provide a free-
form design method which meets the requirement to produce discrete sur-
faces that are entirely composed out of planar elements. This method has
been presented in [GTSW08] and [GTSW09].

The surfaces created by this method will be expressed in form of a
discrete mesh M, which is composed of quadrilateral faces only. One
problem of quadrangular faces is that the four vertices defining the face
are not necessarily coplanar. The method studied, verifies the coplanarity
of the four vertices defining one face. Therefore, the surface method is
considered being constrained geometrically. The method uses two curves
to compute the mesh M.

4.3.1. Vector Sum Surfaces. In order to create iterative surfaces,
which are entirely composed of planar elements, we will work on so-
called vector sums. Generally, classical CAD-software computes NURBS-
surfaces by tensor products (cf. 5.4.1), which have the unsuitable prop-
erty of being composed locally of double curved faces1. Great effort is
needed for their production.

The principle of using vector sums, more precisely Minkowski sums
[Min96], for the generation of free-form surfaces has already been stud-
ied by Schlaich [SS02] and Glymph [GSC+04].

1In this context, double curved faces are quadrilateral faces with four vertices that
are not coplanar
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FIGURE 4.3.1. Centered vector sum surface

Vector sum surfaces are combinations of two curves. Figure 4.3.1
shows the two discrete curves a and b, which are defined by a list of
points {Ai} and

{
B j
}

respectively.
The resulting surface is represented by the quad mesh M, which is

obtained by a vector sum of {a,b} that is centered in point c defined by
following expression:

Mi, j = c+
−→
cAi +

−→
cB j

Note: c is the reference point which is used to compute the vertices
of the quad mesh. It may be any arbitrary point in the design space.

The surface M is completely composed of parallelograms and there-
fore it meets the geometrical constraint which requires that all its parts
must be planar. Due to this constraint, the design possibilities of vec-
tor sums are limited compared to surfaces created by tensor products
(cf. 5.4.1). In order to augment the design capabilities, Schlaich [SS02]
and Glymph [GSC+04] extended the method such that the resulting quad
mesh is composed not only of parallelograms but also of trapezoids.

4.3.2. Projected Vector Sum Surfaces. Working in R3, the discrete
curves are defined by three dimensional points i.e. Ai = (Ai,x,Ai,y,Ai,z)

T

using Cartesian coordinates. Working in R3, the surface method proposed
above we will always produce quad-meshes M composed of parallelo-
grams only. Since, the proposed method may operate on points of any
dimension we propose to compute M in R4 using homogeneous coordi-
nates. The use of homogeneous coordinates allows to extend the method
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by additional parameters such as the weight of certain points. The result-
ing figure M in R4 is finally projected to the design space R3. This is
why the method is called projective vector sum surfaces. The projection
of M⊂ R4on the hyper plane w = 1 is centered in O ∈ R4. Hereby, R3 is
defined as the sub-space W = 1 of R4.

FIGURE 4.3.2. Deformation of projected vector sum
meshes by editing the weight of certain points

In order to work in R4, each point Ai will have to be defined by four
homogeneous coordinates such that Ai = (Ai,W ,Ai,X ,Ai,Y ,Ai,Z)T and Bi =
(Bi,W ,Bi,X ,Bi,Y ,Bi,Z)T respectively. Assigning different weights W to the
points allows deforming the projected quad mesh more or less locally.
Hereby, the resulting projected quad mesh M in R3 is no longer composed
of parallelograms only but of convex planar quadrilaterals. To illustrate
the effect of point weight editing on projective vector sums, figure 4.3.2
shows the simple case of a regular quad mesh where two point weights
have been edited (W 6= 1).

Within the scope of projective geometry, the coordinates (W,Y,X ,Z)T

are called homogeneous coordinates. A point (x,y,z)T in the model space
R3 defined by Cartesian coordinates with a weight W assigned has corre-
sponding homogeneous coordinates that are(W,X ,Y,Z)T =(W,x ·W,y ·W,z ·W )T .
Reciprocally, each point of homogeneous coordinates (W,X ,Y,Z)T has
projected R3 coordinates which are (x,y,z)T =

( X
W , Y

W , Z
W

)T , if W 6= 0.
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FIGURE 4.3.3. Point weight editing of smooth and
rough projected IFS vector sum surfaces

4.3.3. Projected IFS Vector Sum Surfaces. The proposed surface
method works with any pair of discrete curves. However, the use of IFS-
curves allows controlling the global shape of the surface via its control
points. In addition to that, the subdivision points allow acting on the local
aspect of the surface: smoothing / roughening. In order to work with
IFS-subdivision in homogeneous coordinates, the control points P and
the subdivision points S must be defined in homogeneous coordinates.
Hereon, the IFS-subdivision can be done in the same way as if working
with Cartesian coordinates.

Examples of point weight editing on IFS-curves are presented in sec-
tion 5.2.1. Figure 4.3.3 shows two examples of projective vector sum
surfaces constructed by two IFS-curves. Point weight editing has been
applied on the control points of the IFS-curves defining the surface.

Below, figure 4.3.4 shows an advanced vector sum surface design,
which illustrates the design capabilities of this method. More iterative
surface design examples will be discussed within the scope of the follow-
ing chapter (cf. section 5.4).
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FIGURE 4.3.4. Example of a Vector sum Surface

The presented surface method offers high design potential. It uni-
fies, in one formalism, the hitherto separate paradigms of the “smooth”
and the “rough”. Furthermore, it verifies a certain number of geomet-
ric constraints, allowing the optimization of the production of free-form
architecture.





CHAPTER 5

Geometric Design by Discrete Iterative Geometry

In section 4.1, transformation driven geometric design has been ex-
plained by the example of an iteratively constructed curve, which has
three control points and two transformations. However, the developed
design formalism is far more general and allows designing a large variety
of different geometric figures. Initially, we intended to create a geomet-
ric design method allowing to design within one formalism subdivision
curves and surfaces, L-systems, fractals and classical smooth objects such
as Bézier- or NURBS-curves. In order to show that the developed method
of iterative geometric design allows the generation of the aforementioned
objects, several geometric design examples using discrete iterative ge-
ometry will be presented within the following. Hereby, specific notions
of iterative geometric design are going to be addressed such as resolution
control, multi-patch modeling, edge-orientation, point-weight editing and
subdivision point editing.

5.1. Topological Aspects

Within this section, discrete iterative figures are composed of a set
of lines. Generally, iteratively designed figures do not provide contin-
uous objects, meaning that the elements composing the figures are not
constrained to be connected to each other. We will discuss the case of
disconnected figures by the example of the Cantor set. By a set of varia-
tions and the manipulations of the subdivision points we will show how
iterative geometric design can actually be used for the design of continu-
ous curves. Hereby, we discuss how topological aspects of the obtained
figures may be integrated into the subdivision scheme of iterative geo-
metric design.

5.1.1. Variations on the cantor set. Now that the principles of trans-
formation driven geometric design have been presented, parametrized
Cantor sets can be created. Figure 5.1.1 shows the IFS-object of a parametrized

47
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Cantor set being controlled by two control points {p1, p2} and four sub-
division points {s1,s2,s3,s4}. Therefore, the transformations {T1,T2} are
defined by two 2x2 matrices:

T1 = (c1,c2) =
(

c1,1 c2,1
c1,2 c2,2

)
T2 = (c3,c4) =

(
c3,1 c4,1
c3,2 c4,2

)
The free parameters of the transformation matrices are the two columns

{c2,c3}. By modifying the subdivision points {s2,s3}, the scaling ratio
of the line segments from one construction step to the other will be af-
fected. The IFS-object defined herewith produces always Cantor sets, but
not necessarily preserving the 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 ratio.

FIGURE 5.1.1. Cantor Set

If the two subdivision points {s2,s3} are coinciding, the iterated result
will provide a continuous straight polygonal line segment reaching from
p1 to p2.

Until now the actual IFS-object is restricted and will not allow other
than changing the scaling ratio of the subdivided line segments. The ex-
ample shown in figure 5.1.2 presents an un-constrained version of the
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cantor set. All the values of the transformation matrices can be modified
by the manipulation of the four subdivision points {s1,s2,s3,s4}. This is
providing some more design possibilities such that the resulting version
of the cantor set is not constrained to include the control points.

FIGURE 5.1.2. Un-constrained Cantor Set

The two examples mentioned above will always create a set of line
segments that are elements of the line defined by the two control points
{p1, p2}. The generated elements will never exceed the space defined
by {p1, p2} being a one dimensional straight line. The points {p1, p2}
present the barycentric coordinate system. In order to obtain variations
of more-dimensional cantor sets, the number of control points needs to
be increased.

Figure 5.1.3 illustrates a two-dimensional cantor-set. The use of three
control points {p1, p2, p3} allows the design of figures in the 2D-plane,
being defined by the three control points.

Since we work with three control points, 3x3 transformation matrices
{T1,T2} are used. In the present example, constraints have been put on
the two subdivision points {s1,s6} such that they equal the control points
{p1, p3}. Therefore, the transformation matrices present only four free
columns, such that:
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T1 = (c1,c2,c3) =

 1 c2,1 c3,1
0 c2,2 c3,2
0 c2,3 c3.3



T2 = (c4,c5,c6) =

 c4,1 c5,1 0
c4,2 c5,2 0
c4,3 c5,3 1


The subdivision scheme presented below, shows fixed values for the

transformation matrices {T1,T2}. They are conducting to the example a)
of figure 5.1.4. The more general expression of the subdivision scheme
(where the parameters{ci} are defined by the subdivision points) is given
by the transformations matrices above.

FIGURE 5.1.3. Two-dimensional Cantor Set

The scheme of the present IFS allows the generation of 2D cantor set
variations. Figure 5.1.4 shows a selection of such variations.

Example a) of figure 5.1.4 presents the original cantor set. If, and
only if, the two subdivision points {s3,s5} are element of the line de-
fined by {p1, p3}, the design possibilities equal those of the 1D cantor
set presented by figure 5.1.1. More generally, the 2D cantor set allows to
manipulate the subdivision points within the plane {p1, p2, p3} such that
it is possible to design curved cantor sets such as shown in example b).
Furthermore, particular configurations of the subdivision points allows
the design of plane cantor sets as shown by case c) of figure 5.1.4).
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FIGURE 5.1.4. Cantor set variations

5.1.2. Connected figures. The discussed IFS-object defined by fig-
ure 5.1.3 is generally producing cantor-like point figures. Since there are
absolutely no constraints on the free values of the subdivision matrices,
the subdivision points can be freely positioned in the model space. In
some particular cases, it is possible to leave the domain of the cantor
set (disconnected figures) and to design other objects such as continuous
curves or fractal self-intersecting figures.

FIGURE 5.1.5. Coinciding subdivision points: Contin-
uous IFS-curves a) and b), plane filling IFS-object c)
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Coinciding subdivision points (cf. figure 5.1.5): If, and only if the
subdivision points {s3,s5} are coinciding, the resulting figure will be a
continuous curve, as e.g. the Bézier-curve (shown in case a) of figure
5.1.5) or the Takagi-curve (shown in case b) of figure 5.1.5). Even though
the IFS-object does not guarantee the produced figure being continuous,
it is possible to assign the same coordinates to two different subdivision
points.

Example c) of figure 5.1.5 shows us s3 coinciding with s5. Under
that condition, in some particular situations, plane filling figures may be
designed. Case c) of figure 5.1.5 would lead to a plane filling object
at its limit state A. For the representation, the discrete figure has been
represented at the iteration level 9.

FIGURE 5.1.6. Self-intersecting fractal objects

Finally, two fractal figures shall be presented: Case a) and b) of figure
5.1.6. In this example, none of the subdivision point are coinciding. De-
spite of that fact, the produced figures are not of the domain of the cantor
set but present self intersecting fractal figures. These two examples are
interesting because they illustrate the large variety of shapes that can be
designed by this IFS-object.

5.1.3. Notes. We have seen by the example of the cantor set how
disconnected figures can be designed by iterative geometry. The use of
more than two control points allows to quit the domain of the straight line
and to begin the design of figures in the plane. In consequence, the use
of four or more control points would actually allow the design of spatial
figures including completely space filling figures. The link between point
figures and curves (which will be the subject of the next section) has
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shown to be two coinciding subdivision points {s3,s4}, what has been
addressed as spacial cases under 5.1.2. Therefore, curves can actually be
considered as topologically restricted IFS figures.

5.2. Curve Design

After having discussed some particular IFSs creating disconnected
objects, a couple of geometric design methods using discrete iterative ge-
ometry for the design of curves is going to be presented. As stated above,
curves are designed by constrained IFSs. Constraints on the subdivision
point must verify that the created figure will be continuous. By constrain-
ing at least two subdivision points, i.e. s3 = s4, this property is verified
(cf. figure 5.2.1).

FIGURE 5.2.1. Continuous IFS-curve

Accordingly, the general scheme of the transformation matrices {T1,T2}is:

T1 =

 1 c2,1 c3,1
0 c2,2 c3,2
0 c2,3 c3,3

 ,T2 =

 c3,1 c4,1 0
c3,2 c4,2 0
c3,3 c4,3 1


Based on this subdivision scheme, following curve objects will be

discussed:

• First, Bézier curves will be explained. As known, quadratic
Bézier curves can only be used to design parabolic segments.
• Second, the use of rational Bézier curve will allow creating con-

ics, that are used for the design of circles, ellipses and, more
generally, circular arcs.
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• Third, subdivision point editing will be discussed in order to
show the design method for the construction of some basic frac-
tal objects, such as, the Lévy-C curve, the von Koch curve, the
Takagi curve and finally an interpolating Bézier curve.

These examples are particular curves of a broader curve family, that can
be designed using the same IFS-object. Later, design methods for creat-
ing higher order curves such a cubic Bézier curves and cubic B-Splines
will be considered. Finally, more special figures, like the Dragon curve,
are discussed in order to introduce to the problem of line segment orien-
tation within the designed figure.

5.2.1. Quadratic Bezier Curves. The example of a continuous curve
constructed by two transformations as described by figure 5.2.1will lead
to a discrete representation of a quadratic Bézier curve, representing a
parabolic segment (cf. top row of figure 5.2.2). The Bézier curve can be
manipulated using the traditional design aids, namely the control points
P, which can be freely manipulated in the design space (usually R3). In
addition to this, point weight editing will allow the design of rational
Bézier curves1 (cf. bottom rows of figure 5.2.1).

FIGURE 5.2.2. Rational quadratic Bézier curves: Itera-
tive construction steps n = {1,2,3,4}; influence of point
weight editing

Note that we always obtain a discrete expression of a Bézier curve.
The refinement of the obtained figure can be controlled by the level of

1The notion of point weight editing refers to the use of homogeneous coordi-
nates (w,x,y,z). Please consider section 4.3.2, where the relation of homogeneous R4-
coordinates and CartesianR3-coordinates is presented.
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iteration. Generally, after 5 iterative construction steps, we end up with
an object that will be perceived as sufficiently smooth.

5.2.2. Conics by Rational quadratic Bézier Curves. Rational Bézier
curves allow the edition of the control points weight at the designers de-
sire, which is important for the design of certain particular figures. Non
rational cubic Bézier curves are only able of representing parabolic arc
segments. If one would like to design specific geometric objects, such
as circles for instance, non-rational cubic Béziers will not suffice. Based
on the findings of Blanc and Schlick [BS96] there exist accurate meth-
ods for the representation of conics using rational Bézier curves. With
this knowledge, we are able to design not only free-form Bézier curve
patches, but also a large variety of specific geometrical figures such as
circles or ellipses and, more generally speaking, conics. The design of
conics constrains the control points to specific values with regards to their
position in space and their respective control point weight as shown in
figure 5.2.3.

FIGURE 5.2.3. Representation of conic curves using
multiple patches of discrete IFS-curves. The numbers
shown in the figure correspond to the w-values of the re-
spective control points.

The examples showed in figure 5.2.3 use several rational quadratic
Bézier curves that are connected together in order to create circles or el-
lipses. Figures that are composed of several sub-curves are called multi-
patch figures, where one sub-curve is regarded as one patch. When work-
ing with multiple patches, the control polygons P of the patches have
generally one or several control points pi in common with its neighbor-
ing patches. More examples of multi-path figures are addressed in section
5.4.2 presenting the case of multi-patch surfaces.
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Drawing figures like circles or ellipses can be basically brought down
to the problem of designing a series of discrete circular arcs, more gener-
ally, conical segments.

Nota bene: The circle representations shown in figure 5.2.3 are not
the only ones employed for the design of circles using multiple Bézier
patches. Though, as far as known, they are the only ones using quadratic
Bézier curves exclusively.

5.2.3. From quadratic Béziers to fractal Curves. Up to now, we
have discussed some design methods of classic rational Bézier curves.
The figures are entirely defined by the position of its control points in the
design space and the values of the point weights assigned to them. In
order to get from smooth curve figure to fractal figures, subdivision point
editing will be employed.

We consider the manipulation of figures via the control points P as
global shape control. For example, control point editing allows the ma-
nipulation of the curve’s end and start points, which is providing control
over how the figure will be curved globally. Point weight editing allows
acting more locally on the figure assigning more or less “importance”
to the individual control points. However, the local aspect of the curve
designed remains unchanged.

The control of the local aspect of the figure can be achieved by the
manipulation of the subdivision points S. Subdivision points provide con-
trol of the figure’s smoothness and roughness respectively. Based on the
example of a continuous curve described by figure 5.2.1, this paragraph
will show a series of fractal curve design using subdivision point editing.

In order to limit the number of free parameters of the transforma-
tions, we propose to merge some of the subdivision points si with some
of the control points pi. Working with three control points {p1, p2, p3}
and six subdivision points {s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6}, we will merge the follow-
ing points such that following three relations are verified:

p1 = s1, p2 = s3 = s4, p3 = s6

Herewith, the scheme of the transformation matrices {T1,T2} is:

T1 = (c1,c2,c3) =

 1 c2,1 0
0 c2,2 1
0 c2,3 0

, T2 = (c4,c5,c6) =

 0 c5,1 0
1 c5,2 0
0 c5,3 1


The columns c2 and c5 are the only free parameters which can be

defined by the position of the subdivision points s2 and s5 in the design
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space. Remember: The free columns ci of the transformation matrices
can be computed by

ci = P−1si

Figure 5.2.4 shows the iterative construction of four IFS curves. The
position of the control points and the subdivision points {pi,si} used for
the construction of the curves are shown on the left column of the fig-
ure. Note that only the subdivision points are manipulated, all the control
points and the point weights remain strictly identical for all of the four
examples.

At construction step 1, shown in the second column from the left, the
resulting discrete curves are all exactly the same. K1 matches in all the
present cases the control point polygon. At construction step 2, shown in
the third column from the left, the resulting figures match the subdivision
point polygon. At this stage, the curves are all different objects, geometri-
cally speaking. The right column shows the discrete curve at construction
step ten, providing already an accurate image of the limit state A towards
which the figures are converging.

FIGURE 5.2.4. Subdivision point editing

The four chosen examples are all famous curves. In the top row,
the Takagi curve is shown, which Takagi reported for the first time in
[Tak03]. This curve is also named blancmange curve. Blancmange is a
brand of instant pudding. The shape of the curve resembles actually the
pudding presented on an advertising poster of the blancmange pudding.
The second row of figure 5.2.4 shows the construction of a von Koch
curve, which has already been presented in section 3.2. Row three shows
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the Lévy C-curve, on which one can find a English transcript in [Lév93]
of Lévy’s french article that was published in 1938. Finally, the bottom
row shows a parabolic segment that is similar to the ones that could be
designed by quadratic Bézier curves discussed in paragraph 5.2.1. The
difference is that the parabolic segment shown in figure 5.2.4 is an in-
terpolating curve, which means that it passes through the three control
points {p1, p2, p3}.

Although the four curves are generally treated as separate distinct
figures, iterative geometric design treats the shown four examples as one
IFS object. The parameters of the IFS-object differ from one curve to the
other because of the changing position of the subdivision points.

The discrete representation of smooth figures such as the aforemen-
tioned parabolic segment demands less iterations in order to obtain an
accurate rendering of the curve. Generally, after four or five construction
steps, the designer will not recognize any significant changes of the fig-
ures shape. Fractal and folded figures, like i.e the Lévy C-curve, need
much more construction steps. Single line segments of the Lévy curve
can still be distinguished after ten iterations (column Kn of figure 5.2.4),
while the shape of the Bézier curve K4 does not evolve significantly com-
pared to Kn.

Figure 5.2.5 shows a more more exhaustive table of variations of the
same IFS-object. It is interesting to state that the present IFS-object in-
cludes the special cases of the Von Koch curve, the Lévy-C curve, the
Takagi curve and a plane filling curve. They present limit cases which
may be obtained by precise positioning of the subdivision points
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FIGURE 5.2.5. Subdivision point modeling providing
variations of an IFS-curve
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5.2.4. Cubic Bézier curves and Cubic B-Splines. This section shows
how higher order curves like for example cubic Bézier curves or cubic B-
Splines can be constructed iteratively. Both mentioned objects are con-
tinuous curves built by two transformations {T1,T2}.

FIGURE 5.2.6. Cubic Bézier curve

Classically, Bezier curves are differentiated by the degree, which ac-
tually does not make much sense in terms of iterative geometric design
because no explicit algebraic expression is used for the design of iterative
curves. However, the similarity, that might be established, concerns the
number of control points used for a given geometric curve design.

FIGURE 5.2.7. a) Iteratively designed cubic Bézier
curve; b) Cubic Takagi curve
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Contrary to the previously discussed figures, the two examples dis-
cussed within the scope of this section are controlled by four control
points {p1, p2, p3 p4}. The use of four control points allow to quit the
domain of the 2D plane2 and to begin the design of spacial 3D-curves.
Figure 5.2.7 shows two curves designed by the IFS-object described in
5.2.6. While case a) illustrates a classical discrete cubic Bézier curve,
case b) illustrates a three dimensional form of a Takagi curve. Both result-
ing figures rely upon the same IFS-Object. Only their geometric values
of the subdivision points differ.

One important difference between a cubic Bézier curve and a cubic
B-Spline lies in the way in which the two transformed patches {K0T1,K0T2}
are connected, cf. figures 5.2.6 and 5.2.8. While the two transformed con-
trol polygons have only one point in common in the case of the Bézier
curve {s4 = s5}, they have three points in common in the case of the B-
Spline {s2 = s5,s3 = s6,s4 = s7,}.

FIGURE 5.2.8. Cubic B-Spline

This topological constraint has certain consequences on the gener-
ated figures, as it implies a higher level of continuity. Generally, curves
with high level of continuity are smoother than simply connected figures.
Practically, this means that iterative geometric figures of high level of
continuity are more difficult to “fractalize” than C0 figures, which have
just one single subdivision point merged.

2to which figures defined by three control points {p1, p2, p3} are restricted
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FIGURE 5.2.9. Subdivision point editing of a cubic B-
Spline curve shown in the middle column

Figure 5.2.9 shows a cubic B-Spline in the middle column. The effect
of the subdivision point editing is rather subtle on the example shown
in the left column. Even by important deformations of the subdivision
polygon, shown on the right, the produced figure at construction step 4 is
far less fractal like than the fractal curves shown in section 5.2.3.
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5.3. Orientation and Symmetry

For the iterative geometric design, the order of the subdivision points
is of high importance for the resulting figure. In some particular situa-
tions, the designed figures do not show an apparent difference with re-
gards to the order in which the subdivision points have been introduced.
In other cases the result obtained will differ completely depending the
subdivision points’ order.

Within the following, two pairs of examples have been selected in
order to discuss the problem of the subdivision points’ order. The con-
figuration of the control points pi and the subdivision points si used for
these examples is graphically illustrated by figure 5.3.1.

FIGURE 5.3.1. (a)p1 = s1,s3 = s4,s6 = p3 (b)p1 =
s1,s3 = s6,s4 = p3 (c)p1 = s1, p2 = s3 = s4,s6 = p3
(d)p1 = s1, p2 = s3 = s6,s4 = p3

As we can see, only the order of the subdivision points {s4,s5,s6}
has been changed in these examples. Below are listed the constraints that
will condition the transformation matrices:

a) p1 = s1,s3 = s4,s6 = p3
b)p1 = s1,s3 = s6,s4 = p3
c)p1 = s1, p2 = s3 = s4,s6 = p3
d)p1 = s1, p2 = s3 = s6,s4 = p3

By the law ci = P−1si and the conditions listed above, the schemes of
transformation matrices are:

a) T a
1 =(c1,c2,c3)=

 1 c2,1 c3,1
0 c2,2 c3,2
0 c2,3 c3,3

, T a
2 =(c3,c5,c6)=

 c3,1 c5,1 0
c3,2 c5,2 0
c3,3 c5,3 1
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b) T b
1 =(c1,c2,c3)=

 1 c2,1 c3,1
0 c2,2 c3,2
0 c2,3 c3,3

, T b
2 =(c6,c5,c3)=

 0 c5,1 c3,1
0 c5,2 c3,2
1 c5,3 c3,3


c) T c

1 =(c1,c2,c3)=

 1 c2,1 0
0 c2,2 1
0 c2,3 0

, T c
2 =(c3,c5,c6)=

 0 c5,1 0
1 c5,2 0
0 c5,3 1


d) T d

1 =(c1,c2,c3)=

 1 c2,1 0
0 c2,2 1
0 c2,3 0

, T d
2 =(c6,c5,c3)=

 0 c5,1 0
0 c5,2 1
1 c5,3 0


Since only the subdivision points {s4,s5,s6} have been changed, only

the second transformation matrix T2 is affected by the changed subdivi-
sion point order. By swapping s4 and s6 the values of the first and the
last columns of T2 will swap accordingly. In other terms, the orientation
of the subdivision point polygon is modified. The representation of the
subdivision points’ order could also be shown by the orientation of the
line segments forming the control polygon. To do so, we order the pair
of vertices which define a line segment of the control polygon. In figure
5.3.2, the orientations of the line segments are represented by arrows.

The examples a) and b) show once more the iterative construction of
a quadratic Bézier curve. Looking at the resulting figures Kn, they seem
to be identical. This might be true from a purely geometrical point of
view: The coordinates of every vertex of figure a) correspond to the ones
of a certain vertex of figure b). However, the order of the line segments
building up the figure has radically changed. For now we will say that
the two figures a) and b) are geometrically the same. The influence of
the changed order will appear e.g. in terms of addressing, which will be
discussed later.

Example d) shows the dragon curve, which is a very famous curve
that has been discussed by many researchers in the field of fractal geom-
etry [Bar88, Fal90, VG95]. The reason why we use the dragon curve in
this context is because this curve can only be constructed with precisely
oriented subdivision control points. The effect of the subdivision point’s
order can be illustrated in comparison to the example curve c), which used
exactly the same coordinates for its subdivision points but their order is
different (cf. figure 5.3.1). With regards to the resulting figure, the effect
of the changed order shows up form construction state K3 and onwards. If
the orientation of the line segments was considered, the difference would
already be present at earlier construction states.

However, the figures produced after ten construction steps (n = 10)
illustrate well the matter of the orientation of the subdivision points, since
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they lead in the case of the two examples c) and d) to geometrically com-
pletely different resulting figures.

FIGURE 5.3.2. The orientation of the line segments in-
fluences the resulting figure

The symmetrical layout of the subdivision points {s1,s2,s3} and {s6,s5,s4}
in the examples {a),b)} lead geometrically identical curves. The asym-
metrical layout of the same subdivision point in the examples {c),d)}
lead to geometrically different figures. Therefore, the asymmetry com-
bined with inverted order of {si} is affecting the geometry of the result-
ing figure. Inverting the order combined with a symmetrical layout of si
affects only the order of the elements composing the figure designed.
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5.4. Surfaces and Operators

In this section we will provide some surface methods to illustrate how
IFS-surfaces can be designed and manipulated. Basically, the presented
surfaces are produced by the combination of two curves.

FIGURE 5.4.1. Examples of iteratively designed surfaces

5.4.1. Surfaces by curve products. The surfaces shown in figure
5.4.2 are the product of two curves {A,B}. The employed curves are the
same as the ones presented in 5.2.3, which are controlled by three control
points {PA,PB}, six subdivision points {SA,SB} and two transformations
{T A

1 ,T A
2 } and {T B

1 ,T B
2 }. The operator creating sub-dividable surfaces is

a tensor product which uses the curves parameters to obtain the surface
parameters. This method has been presented by Prautzsch and Michelli
in [MP87].

The surface is controlled by a grid of nine control points {P} and
36 subdivision points {S} and four transformations {T1,T2,T3,T4}. The
product of the curves’ transformation matrices {T A

1 ,T A
2 } and {T B

1 ,T B
2 }

provide four 9x9 matrices {T1,T2,T3,T4}, which define the way in which
the surface will be subdivided:

{T1 = T A
1 ⊗T B

1 ,T2 = T A
2 ⊗T B

1 ,T3 = T A
1 ⊗T B

2 ,T4 = T A
2 ⊗T B

2 }
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FIGURE 5.4.2. 3x3 tensor product surface: Bézier-
patch on the left, fractal-patch on the right
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Once the subdivision matrices are defined they can be applied on the
control grid {P} in order to compute the subdivision points {S}. The
input curves {A,B} are not used anymore. The design of the resulting
IFS-surface can henceforth be achieved by the manipulation of the control
and subdivision grids {P,S}, which will act on the previously defined
transformation matrices {T1,T2,T3,T4}.

Using this method, it is obviously possible to design classical Bézier
patches (shown in the left column of figure 5.4.2), which are defined by
the curve product of two quadratic Bézier curves. The Bézier patch is a
particular case of the presented IFS-surface method. By the manipulation
of the subdivision points, fractal and rough surfaces will generally be
obtained; shown in the right column of figure 5.4.2.

In addition to the control points shown in red , iterative surface design
provides a subdivision control grid, shown in blue. The sum of the two
point grids {P,S} results in a heavily cluttered control point cloud, where
the manipulation of the single points becomes difficult. This is actually
the main disadvantage of the proposed surface method.

The present example shows a single 3x3 patch. While the method
allows the creation of iterative surfaces by higher dimension patches, the
number of control points increases accordingly. The possibility to work
with multiple patches will further exacerbate the nature of the control
point grids.

Examples of higher degree and multi-patch surfaces will be shown
later in this section. An application of an IFS-surface designed by the
product of two curves is presented in section 8.3.

The principle of surface design by the product of two curves is com-
mon to most CAD software. Vector sum surfaces - as presented in section
4.3 - can be described as particular tensor product surfaces. For vector
sum surfaces, the control point grid P and the subdivision point grid S are
given by:

pi, j = c+
−→
cpA

i +
−→
cpB

j

si, j = c+
−→
csA

i +
−→
csB

j

where c is an arbitrary point element of the design space.

5.4.2. Multi-patch Surfaces by curve sums. Multi-patch surfaces
are surfaces composed of several patches. In order to guarantee the con-
tinuity of the surface, the single patches of a multi-patch surface are de-
signed using the same set of subdivision transformations. The examples
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shown are based on vector sum surfaces, which have been explained be-
fore (cf. section 4.3).

Figure 5.4.3 shows several versions of multi-patch figures. The sur-
face in the middle consists of two connected patches; the figure on the
right of four patches. In the case of the four-patch surface, four curves
{A,B,C,D} define the surface. On the one side, we have the two curves
{A,B} represented by their control points {pA

i , pB
i }, while on the other

side, the curves {C,D} are represented by the control points {pC
i , pD

i }.
For better understanding the patches of the surfaces shown by figure 5.4.3
are all identical. This allows to identify more easily the single patches
composing the surface. The vector sum surfaces illustrating the purpose
of multi-patch surfaces are computed in the model space R3.

FIGURE 5.4.3. Multi-patch surfaces: a) One, b) two and
c )four patches

The design possibilities offered by multi-patch surfaces are obviously
far more diverse than simple copies of one patch, which was the case in
the aforementioned example. Figure 5.4.4 shows the example of a cylin-
drical surface. On the left of the figure, the shape defining curves are
rendered. The curve on the bottom is composed of three quadratic Bézier
curve patches. They form a closed smooth curve. The profile curve is
equally composed of three patches, constructing a rough and fractal pro-
file curve. In this example the use of several patches was required for
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the creation of a closed ground curve, which is impossible to create us-
ing a single quadratic Bézier curve patch. Further, projective geometry
was employed to edit the point weight {w} of the profile curve’s control
points. Hereby the vector sum surface is computed in the homogeneous
space R4 and then projected into the model space R3, which allows us i.e.
to design cylindrical figures.

FIGURE 5.4.4. Fractal cylinder designed by multi-patch
vector sum surfaces

Multi-patch geometric design is a common method to existing CAD-
software.

5.4.3. Resolution control of vector sum surfaces. Based on the
surface method presented in 4.3, the level of detail of the surface de-
signed can be adjusted separately on each curve defining the figure. The
example surface shown in figure 5.4.5 is controlled by two curves {A,B},
which are represented by their respective control points {pA

i , pB
i }. The

example shows a IFS-surface, which has uneven proportions with regard
to its width/length ratio. Generally, this produces a resulting quad mesh,
which is composed of faces that are of rectangular proportions as opposed
to being of square proportions.

For applications with regards to architectural design, it seems inter-
esting to be able to change the level of iteration (= resolution of refine-
ment) of each curve {iA, iB} individually. E.g., if the surface was designed
for a building’s envelope, the size and shape of the cladding might need to
be rather square than rectangular. The ability of defining different levels
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of iteration for the curves allows controlling the proportion ratio of the
elements composing the resulting surface.

FIGURE 5.4.5. Vector sum surface by two curves of dif-
ferent levels of iteration
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5.5. Discussion

The examples shown in this chapter illustrate a large family of fig-
ures, which may be designed by iterative geometric design. Besides clas-
sical fractal figures (like the cantor set, the von Koch curve or the Takagi
curve), classical smooth figures (e.g. Bézier curves, conics or Splines)
can equally be designed by the proposed geometric design formalism. In
addition to classical curve objects, point figures, spatial curves or plane
filling objects can be obtained.

The presented surface methods are based on vector sum surfaces and
tensor product surfaces. Multi-patch modeling is illustrated as well as
resolution control over the designed figure, allowing to work on a de-
sired level of detail by increasing the refinement of a given figure. The
presented geometric design methods can further be combined with each
other and existing geometric design techniques may used in combination
with the addressed methods.



Part 3

Applications of Discrete Iterative
Geometry to Architecture



This part will confront the iteratively constructed geometric figures
with applications in the field of architecture. The following topics will
be developed in order to use the mathematical method for architectural
means:

(1) The geometric figure will be translated into a set of construc-
tional elements. This topic will be addressed in chapter 6.

(2) The data describing the constructional elements will have to be
conditioned with regards to the production of the elements. The
production related questions are studied in chapter 7. The pro-
cess, from geometric design to the fabrication of constructional
elements, is often named “digital chain”, since it describes the
work flow necessary to get from the geometrical description to
the finished part.

(3) The established work steps are tested on possible applications,
which are presented in chapter 8. This chapter aims to illus-
trate the variety of design possibilities provided by the methods
studied here.

In order to realize physical buildings out of discrete virtual geometries,
the elements, which constitute the 3D-models, are replaced by construc-
tional elements. For an iteratively designed curve, the line sections will
be substituted by linear constructional elements, such as planks, girders
or beams. In the case of a discrete surface, its faces are replaced by
planar constructional elements (panels, plates, etc.). The substitution of
geometric elements by constructional elements poses a certain number of
questions as the geometric figures do not have physical dimensions like
thickness. Chapter 6 studies the topic relevant to the conversion of the
geometry data to construction data.

Once all the data describing the constructional parts has been calcu-
lated, the data set has to be conditioned for production. Several solutions
exist, which allow partial automating of the production of any geometric
object by means of integrated manufacturing. However, the production
conditions such as material used, production process, employed machines
and tools, remain important factors that influence greatly the set up of an
efficient production process. In architecture, the final product is usually a
prototype. Therefore, a particular building design and its constructional
elements are built only once. Hence, optimization processes coming from
the field of mass production, as used in the aeronautic and car industry,
can therefore only be applied in a limited manner.



CHAPTER 6

From Geometry Data to Workshop Plans

6.1. Work Flow: Digital Chain

The concept of the digital chain relates to the process the design goes
through in order to get from the initial design idea to the finished product.
Furthermore, the digital chain refers to integrated design and manufactur-
ing in order to optimize the product and shorten the links in the design
and production cycles using computer technology. Our main concern is
the structure of the design and production data, which are often of com-
pletely distinct nature.

In this chapter we are discussing how to condition the geometry data
describing an architectural design in order to meet the requirements for
the later production. Within the scope of this work, the digital chain
organizes the data with regards to:

• Logistics - by means of addressing
• Geometry - in terms of shape and dimension describing the ele-

ments composing the product
• Topology - to differentiate the elements with regards to their

function and relative position
• Production - defining a set of machining strategies

The last point will be treated within the scope of chapter 7. The estab-
lished “digital chain” will have to allow design changes at any level of
the product cycle.

6.2. Addressing

Why is addressing important? The topic of addressing the individual
elements correctly is discussed in this section for two reasons: First, the
geometrical elements of the figure need to be identified in order to apply
the post treatment procedures necessary for computation of the data de-
scribing the constructional elements. Second, the element’s address will
be necessary for later assembly of the parts on the construction site.

75
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Generally, since all the elements building up the object are different
in shape and size, the workers on site need a clear and comprehensive
description of where to install which element. These two points, which
briefly explain why we need to address every single element by unique
identifiers, bring up a third question which is highly relevant for the de-
sign of the addressing system: the description of the neighborhood. For
both means, a description of the context of each element is needed, which
will define how many neighbors an element has and what the neighbors
relative position is (e.g. upper, lower, left or right). Such a neighborhood
description should be able to differentiate the elements with regards to
their position in the global figure, weather the element is in the middle of
the system or at its extremity.

The addressing needs therefore to meet following requirements:
• Bijective function, that relates one unique address to exactly one

and only one element
• Order, providing neighborhood information.

The problem of addressing may be treated by the problem of data struc-
turing, which is necessary to operate the methods allowing to automate
the generation of constructional elements out of the geometry data pro-
vided by discreet iterative geometric design.

6.2.1. Addressing function provided by the IFS formalism. First,
the generation of object identifiers by the geometrical design method em-
ployed for the construction of discrete IFS figures will be examined. The
principles of the geometric design method have been discussed in chapter
4. For addressing means, we will discuss more in detail the construction
sequence by the example of the continuous curve designed by two trans-
formations {T1,T2}:

PK0 = PK
PK1 = PT1K0

⋃
PT2K0 = PT1K

⋃
PT2K

PK2 = PT1K1
⋃

PT2K1 = PT1T1K
⋃

PT1T2K
⋃

PT2T1K
⋃

PT2T2K

Let us consider only the first two construction steps. The previous
equations define the discrete figure PKn at the construction step n. They
basically tell us that the global object PKn is composed of a certain num-
ber of smaller figures that are unified by the

⋃
operator. As, stated in

chapter 4, the construction sequence of the figure may also be represented
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by the construction tree. Figure 6.2.1 shows the construction tree of a
continuous curve constructed by two transformations {T1,T2}:

FIGURE 6.2.1. Construction tree and relating addresses

Each element of the global figure can be identified by the word com-
posed by the transformation sequence that was employed for its construc-
tion. The addressing word is entirely composed of letters of the alphabet
{T1,T2}, which corresponds to the list of transformations used within the
IFS. In this way, we can use the word composed by the transformation
sequence as a unique ID addressing one precise element. The length of
the word equals the level of iteration n. In other words, the more con-
struction steps, the longer the addressing word will be. In figure 6.2.1, at
construction step n = 2 we have obtained 4 elements being addressed by
the following four two letter words:
{T1T1,T1T2,T2T1,T2T2}
The number of elements N at a construction step n contained by a

discrete geometric figure PKi equals the number of transformations nt
raised to the power of the number of iterations1 n, which means Nn = nn

t .
In the present example of a figure defined by the two transformations
{T1,T2}(nt = 2), at construction step n = 2, we will obtain N2 = 22 = 4
elements. If we continue the iterative construction of the figure 5 steps
further, we will obtain a fairly smooth rendering of the object ending up

1The use of the two terms “iteration” and “construction step” might be a little con-
fusing. In fact, the term “construction step” is a more familiar expression used to describe
the level of iteration in terms of IFS-modeling. Basically they mean strictly the same.
However, for the annotations n will be employed, standing for number of iterations.
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with N7 = 27 = 128 elements that build up the global figure. Nota bene:
The number of addresses to be generated equals N.

Although we have shown that a unique address for each element in
function of the transformation sequence is provided, we need to define
the neighborhood relations for further treatment. In the example, shown
in figure 6.2.1, the lexicographical order of the created elements can be
used. Actually, if only the indices of the transformations were considered,
{1,2} in the present example, we would end up at n = 2 with the address
sequence {11,12,21,22}, which can be represented by a binary numeral
system based on {1,2}. In this system, each element is neighbored by
two other elements; one previous and one following. This is true for all
elements, except the first and the last one. Lexicographically ordered
systems can basically be represented by a one dimensional ordered list L
that contains n elements li. In this sense, the address list can be regarded
as a dictionary of n entries li. The neighbors of an element li are given
by li+1 and li−1. Figure 6.2.2 provides a graphical representation of an
ordered one dimensional list.

FIGURE 6.2.2. Ordered one dimensional list

Depending on the number of transformations we end up with differ-
ent numerical systems. Let us consider the iterative construction of a
fractal curve designed by three transformations {T1,T2,T3}. Figure 6.2.3
shows us the construction tree which occurs during the construction of
such a curve. The resulting addresses, at construction step n = 2, are
again two letter words composed of elements of the alphabet {T1,T2,T3}.
The generated addresses present a lexicographical order, which can be
compared to a ternary numerical system. Since we work on an IFS de-
fined by three transformations, the number of elements that build up the
curve at n = 2 is 9. Following addresses have been created at this stage:
{T1T1,T1T2,T1T3,T2T1,T2T2,T2T3,T3T1,T3T2,T3T3}
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FIGURE 6.2.3. Ternary addressing system induced by
the three used transformations

For the two discussed curve examples, the neighboring relations are
given by the order provided in the lexicographical dictionary L.

FIGURE 6.2.4. The orientation of the curve affects the
addressing order.

A lexicographical order is only given if the IFS object is a regularly
oriented curve. Objects of different topology can however not be repre-
sented by lexicographical systems. E.g. the two neighbors {T1T2,T2T1}
of figure 6.2.1 are not neighbors in the curve presented in figure 6.2.4.
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Although the geometry of the figure remains strictly the same, the neigh-
boring relations of the elements building up the figure has changed. As
discussed in paragraph 5.3, the order and the orientation of the elements
of an IFS curve may affect the order of the generated addresses. Even
though the IFS curves shown in 6.2.4 and 6.2.1 lead to exactly the same
Bézier curve geometrically, the generated addresses will not be ordered
in the same way.

FIGURE 6.2.5. IFS-addresses of the Sierpinski triangle

After having discussed the problem of addressing the elements build-
ing up a discrete IFS-curve, we will compare the addresses of the curve
constructed by three transformations (cf. figure 6.2.3) with the Sierpinski
Triangle shown in figure 6.2.5, which is also an IFS-object constructed
by three transformations. Although both objects are constructed by the
same number of transformations, the resulting figure are totally differ-
ent. While this seems to be obvious regarding the figures 6.2.3 and 6.2.5,
the addressing and neighborhood relations of these two objects are to-
tally different too. The elements building up the triangle generally have
three neighbors, except the corner elements, which only have two. The
elements of the curve generally have two neighbors, except the border
elements, which only have one.

6.2.2. Limitations of IFS-addressing. The example of the Sierpin-
ski triangle shows us that the addressing system depends on the topology
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of the figure being designed. While linear lexicographical systems may
be suitable for addressing curve objects, they are not suitable for address-
ing the elements of a Sierpinski triangle.

The problems relating to unsuitable order of addresses provided by
the IFS-formalism are the main issues why we do not work on this IFS
addressing system in a general way. Although there might be some par-
ticular cases where IFS-addressing is suitable to work with, generally, the
IFS addressing will not provide the required neighborhood description.

6.2.3. Addressing faces of quadrilateral mesh figures. Within the
following, the addressing problem will be examined by the case of a quad
mesh figure. Two faces of a quad mesh are neighbors if and only if the two
faces have one and only one edge in common. The number of neighbors
in a quad mesh changes in function of the position of the face in the mesh.
The number of the neighbors is also called valence of a face. Therefore,
a face having four neighbors has a valence of four.

Figure 6.2.6 shows four different ways of addressing faces of a quadri-
lateral mesh. Row a) and b) of figure 6.2.6 shows addresses generated by
the IFS-formalism. The sketch on the left column of figure 6.2.6 illus-
trates the subdivision logic. Per construction step, each face is subdi-
vided into four new faces. Case a) shows a “regular” quad subdivision.
The subdivision scheme of case b) has transformations that include ro-
tation and symmetry in addition to scaling and translation. The rotation
and symmetry transformations are represented by the orientations of the
digits shown in the sketch.

The two bottom rows c) and d) show two ordered addressing systems
which are not specifically related to IFS-addressing. Case c) shows a lin-
early ordered one dimensional list; d) shows an ordered bi-dimensional
array. These two examples are typical addressing systems that are com-
fortable to work with, since they provide simple ways to access all the
neighbors of every element.

The elements of the IFS figures a) and b) are not linearly ordered, due
to the construction process used. Even though all the elements building
up a IFS quad mesh have unique addresses, they provide not direct infor-
mation about the neighborhood relations. E.g. while the figure in the first
row last column shows the face element number 1 being in the bottom
left corner (having two neighbors), element number 1 of the second row
is actually a border element (with three neighbors). The order provided
by the IFS construction algorithm has therefore to be translated into more
suitable addressing order.
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FIGURE 6.2.6. Addressing systems

Since the list of all transformations and the initial figure K is known,
there theoretically exists a function which is capable of translating the or-
der provided by the IFS into a lexicographically ordered list. This func-
tion should be able to translate the IFS-addresses of any arbitrary iterative
geometric figure of arbitrary topology. The development of such a trans-
lation function is beyond the scope of the present work.

For the applications shown in 8.3 and 8.4, different methods for re-
organizing the order of the quad mesh elements will be considered. The
developed methods have been restricted to be used on quad mesh figures.
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Before discussing the techniques allowing to re-order the elements of
a IFS quad mesh, notions related to topology of quadrilateral mesh faces
need to be addressed.

FIGURE 6.2.7. Valances of quad meshes with regards to
the number of neighbors

With regards to the number of neighbors, three types of faces are
defined as follows (cf. figure 6.2.7):

• Corner Faces {Fco} having two neighbors.
• Border Faces {Fb} having three neighbors.
• Center Faces {Fce}having four faces.

FIGURE 6.2.8. Quad mesh topology and face types (B
= Bottom, L = Left, R = Right, T = Top, C = Center)

Generally, an untrimmed quad mesh has exactly four corners. Speak-
ing of border faces (= faces with three neighbors), the following four
kinds of border faces are defined: bottom, left, right and top (cf. fig-
ure 6.2.8). The reason why we have to differentiate the border faces
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is that they do not have the same neighbors. E.g. a border face at the
bottom has a left, a right and a top neighbor, whereas a top face has
obviously no top neighbor but a bottom neighbor instead. In terms of
valence, all border faces have three neighbors and therefore a valance of
three. Finally, the remaining faces are center faces with the four neigh-
bors: bottom, left, right and top. In figure 6.2.7 the different neighbors
{Bottom,Le f t,Right,Top}are named {n1,n2,n3,n4}.

6.2.4. Defining Neighbors Geometrically. The aim of this para-
graph is to explain the geometrical techniques used to get from an un-
ordered list of mesh faces to an ordered list, which contains information
about neighbor-ship relations (as discussed in paragraph 6.2.3). Figure
6.2.10 illustrates the topic graphically, where a) is an unordered list of
mesh faces, b) a one-dimensional lexicographically ordered linear list and
c) a two-dimensional ordered array. Generally, we start with the case a)
and will aim to get to the case b) using the geometrical methods discussed
below. The passage from b) to c) is far less complicated and will not es-
pecially discussed within this section.

FIGURE 6.2.9. Ordering mesh faces of a quad mesh fig-
ure: a) arbitrary b) linear list c) two-dimensional array

Iteratively designed figures have a faces, edge, vertex topology. There-
fore an oriented edge is described by two vertices {v1,v2}. In the same
way, a quadrilateral face is defined by four edges {e1,e2,e3,e4}. Analo-
gous to that, a face might also be defined by four vertices {v1,v2,v3,v4}.
The orientation of the edges or the order of the vertices define the ori-
entation of the face. We will focus on meshes which have consistent
mesh-vertex ordering: within a given mesh figure, all face-vertices are
oriented either clockwise or counter-clockwise. In this way we assure
that all faces are directly geometrically affine figures, which are oriented
in the same way. Figure 6.2.10 illustrates the orientation issue of discrete
polygonal figures.
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FIGURE 6.2.10. Face-Edge-Vertex order of polygonal
mesh figures

With regards to quad-mesh figures, the geometry data of the four
face-vertices will be compared in order to define whether two arbitrary
faces of a given mesh figure are neighbors. A specific quad mesh face
has up to four possible neighbors: bottom, left, right and top (cf figure
6.2.7).

FIGURE 6.2.11. Corresponding vertices of adjacent
quad mesh faces.

In order to find for example the right neighbor of the face f0, the
geometry data of the vertices {v1,v4} of the all the faces fi will be com-
pared successively with the data of the vertices{v2,v3} of the face f0 (cf.
figure 6.2.11). If both geometrical values of the two corresponding val-
ues match, if v f0

2 = v fi
1 and if v f0

3 = v fi
4 , the right neighbor has been found.

Analogous to this, we can find the top neighbor by verifying v f0
1 = v fi

4
and v f0

2 = v fi
3 , the left neighbor by v f0

1 = v fi
2 and v f0

4 = v fi
3 , and the bottom

neighbor by v f0
4 = v fi

1 and v f0
3 = v fi

2 .
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Generally, two conditions have to be verified for that two faces being
compared are neighbors. Working with mesh faces that all have the same
orientation - either clockwise or counterclockwise - makes the query for
the neighbors more simple since if condition one is verified, condition
two is true accordingly and vice versa, which makes the computations for
the geometrical ordering much faster.

The ordering process employed to get from an arbitrary ordered mesh
(cf. example a) of figure 6.2.9) to and ordered array (cf. example c)
of figure 6.2.9) starts with the identification of a corner face, e.g. the
bottom-left element. As discussed previously, corner faces possess ex-
actly two neighbors, and therefore the four faces having only and exactly
two neighbors will have to be found, which gives us a list of four corner
faces. If the face to start ordering with is the bottom-left corner face, we
would begin with the face having a top and a right neighbor. This face
will become our first element of the list ; f1,1 of example c) in figure
6.2.9. The second element f1,2 of the array will be the right neighbor of
f1,1, which means v f1,1

2 = v fi
1 . Continuing to define successively the fol-

lowing right neighbors, we will end up completing the bottom row of the
mesh ending at the bottom-right corner face, which does not have a right
neighbor. Having completed row 1, the starting element of row 2 { f2,1}
will be defined by v f1,1

1 = v fi
4 ; being the top neighbor of the first element

{ f1,1}. This way, the ordering process can be completed row by row. It
will be complete if no top neighbor for the construction of the follow-
ing row may be defined and if the number of the faces of the entry mesh
equals the number of faces of resulting ordered list. The two completion
conditions are true reciprocally.

We end up with a two dimensional ordered array of faces fi, j, where
i ∈ {0, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {0, . . . ,n}. In the next section we will focus on
how constructional elements will be derived from the geometrical ele-
ments. The resulting elements forming a piece of architecture will have
to be differentiated according to their relative position in the global ob-
ject. Therefore, we need to identify especially the border elements, the
corner- and the center elements. With the present data structure, all faces
f0, j are bottom border faces, fm, j are top border faces, fi,0 left border
faces, fi,n right border faces. Accordingly, the four corner faces are:
{ f0,0, f0,n, fm,0, fm,n}. The remaining faces fi, j, where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1}
and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n−1} are center faces.

The neighbors in the present data structure may be described as fol-
lows:
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• Center mesh face fi, j, where i∈{1, . . . ,m−1} and j∈{1, . . . ,n−1}:{
fi−1, j, fi, j−1, fi, j+1, fi+1, j

}
• Bottom mesh face f0, j, where j∈{1, . . . ,n−1}:

{
f0, j−1, f0, j+1, f1, j

}
• Top mesh face fm, j, where j∈{1, . . . ,n−1}:

{
fm, j−1, fm, j+1, fm−1, j

}
• Right mesh face fi,n, where i∈{1, . . . ,m−1}: { fi−1,n, fi,m−1, fi+1,m}
• Left mesh face fi,0, where i∈{1, . . . ,m−1}: { fi−1,0, fi,1, fi+1,0}
• Bottom left mesh face f0,0: { f1,0, f0,1}
• Bottom right mesh face f0,n: { f0,n−1, f1,n}
• Top left mesh face fm,0: { fm−1,0, fm,1}
• Top right mesh face fm,n: { fm−1,n, fm,n−1}

6.3. Constructional Elements

6.3.1. From quad mesh faces to chamfered timber panels. Within
the following, we will explain the construction of volumic elements based
on planar quad faces. The main problem is that planar quad mesh faces
have literally no thickness. The faces building up a mesh structure are
only connected along one edge (line). Aiming to build a physical im-
age of a free form quad mesh structure, the mesh faces will be repre-
sented by planar timber panels with chamfered edges. The geometry
data describing the timber elements is represented in figure 6.3.1, where
{v1,v2,v3,v4} ∈ f is the initial quad face and {v′1,v′2,v′3,v′4} ∈ f ′ is offset
image of the face f ; the missing data required for the complete represen-
tation of the constructional timber element.

FIGURE 6.3.1. Description of a quad panel

The method to generate the data of the offset face f ′ may be ex-
plained on one isolated vertex, since it is the same for all the vertices
{v′1,v′2,v′3,v′4}. We have chosen to work on vertex v4 and to calculate its
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image v′4. Figure 6.3.2 shows graphically the elements (points, planes and
vectors) we work with for the calculation of v′4. It shows the face f0 with
its four neighbors { f1, f2, f3, f4}. A surface normal −→n0 of f0 is defined
by means of the cross product −→n0 = −−→v1v4×−−→v1v2. The normal vectors of
the bisector planes {−→nB1,

−→nB2} can be obtained by the two adjacent planes
as follows: −→nB1 = (−̂→n1 + −̂→n0)×−−→v1v4, −→nB2 = (−̂→n3 + −̂→n0)×−−→v4v3. Where, the
first vector used for this cross product is the sum of the two unitized nor-
mal vectors {−→n0 ,

−→n1} being collinear to the bisector plane B1. The second
vector is defined by the common edge {v1,v2}, that is also collinear to
B1.

FIGURE 6.3.2. Face offset: generation of the vertex v′4

Since we know that v4 is element of both bisector planes, and since
we have obtained their normal vectors, the two bisector planes {B1,B2}
are fully defined. Point v′4 is part of the intersection line V4 of the two
bisector planes. The parametric representation of V4 is:

V4 = v4 + t(−→v4 ) where the unit vector −→v4 may be defined by −→v4 =
−−→
v4v′4∥∥∥−−→v4v′4

∥∥∥ .

Since Vi is the intersection of the two bisector planes, the direction
of the vector

−−→
v4v′4 is perpendicular to both normal vectors {−→nB1,

−→nB2} and
corresponds therefore to the direction of their cross product:

−→v4 ≡
−−→
v4v′4∥∥∥−−→v4v′4

∥∥∥ ≡
−→nB1×−→nB2

‖−→nB1×−→nB2‖
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The missing value of the parameter t4 in v′4 = v4 + t4−→v4 might be ob-
tained by following expression t4 = d

−̂→n0•−→v4
. Where d stands for the offset

distance, which is in function of the thickness of the timber panel used.
Hence, we have completed the demonstration of how to calculate the ver-
tex v′4 using the quad face f0 and its two neighbors f1and f3. The vertices
{v′1,v′2,v′3,v′4} describing the offset face f ′ of any thickness d can be gen-
erally described by:

v′i = vi + ti−→vi

6.3.2. Border conditions for Border elements. The explanations
given above describe the generation of constructional volume elements
from planar quad mesh faces. For the computation of the set of vertices
{v1,v2,v3,v4,v′1,v

′
2,v
′
3,v
′
4} describing the geometry of the timber panels,

the face being thickened f0 require all four neighbors { f1, f2, f3, f4}. In a
quad mesh figure, the required neighbors only exist for center mesh faces
(cf. figures 6.2.7 and 6.2.8).

FIGURE 6.3.3. Imaginary neighbors of border and cor-
ners mesh faces

Contrary to center faces, border and corner mesh faces present only
respectively three and two neighbors. Missing “imaginary” neighbors
need to be defined (cf. figure 6.3.3). Therefore, additional conditions
need to be formulated for the design of the border elements, that will be
depending on conditions given by the architectural context.
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FIGURE 6.3.4. Applications of free form quad meshes:
a) bearing structure b) suspended ceiling

In the case of free form quad mesh surfaces that are applied for archi-
tectural use, the border conditions are generally dependent on the context.
Figure 6.3.4 shows sketches of two example applications, where case a)
represents a load bearing shell structure and b) a suspended free form
ceiling. In case a), the border faces must be designed such that the load
is correctly transmitted from the shell structure to the supports. In such
a case, the chamfer cut of the border panel facing the support needs to
right-angled to the support surface. In case b), we have a mesh geometry
being used to describe a ceiling that goes from one side of the room to
the other. In this case, the border elements’ cut off needs to be parallel to
the delimiting wall surface.

FIGURE 6.3.5. Normal vectors of the border mesh face,
the limit surface and the imaginary neighbor

Based on these two examples, the definition of the missing “imagi-
nary” neighbor faces will be explained. Actually, the imaginary neigh-
bors do not need to be expressed in form of a quad face defined by four
vertices. The actual data we need of these imaginary neighbors are their
normal vectors allowing us to complete the computation of the timber
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panel geometry data. Figure 6.3.5 shows both cases more in detail; fo-
cusing on the border element. The border panel is illustrated by means of
the its normal −→n0 . The imaginary neighbor is also indicated by its normal
vector −→ni .

For both examples a) and b), the same calculation method of −→ni is
used. −→ni is the image of −→n0 mirrored by the limit plane. In the case b) the
wall will be considered as the limit plane. In case a), the support surface
is considered as the limit plane. The limit surface is represented by its
normal vector −→nl . The normal vector of the imaginary neighbor −→ni may
be defined by:

−→ni =−→n0−2−→nl (−→nl •−→n0)

Nota bene: If, and only if, the limit surface is perpendicular to the
border face, the imaginary neighbor’s normal vector equals the border
face’s normal vector: −→ni =−→n0 .

6.3.3. Examples of thickened planar quad meshes. This paragraph
briefly illustrates the topic of thickening regular quad mesh surfaces by
a series of different designs. As shown in figure 6.3.6, the entry geom-
etry - presented on the left side of the figure - has no thickness. On the
right side of the same figure, we have the resulting geometry where each
element represents the geometry data of a chamfered timber panel. The
top-border panels have been cut off exactly horizontally. With regards to
the left- and the right-border elements, the cut off of the elements is right
angled.

FIGURE 6.3.6. Thickening of a folded plate structure
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The second example, cf. figure 6.3.7, shows the same thickening
method applied to a different quad mesh entry surface. This second exam-
ple illustrates that the method is independent on the entry mesh geometry
and the amount of thickening d.

FIGURE 6.3.7. Thickening of a planar quad mesh surface

6.3.4. Conical Meshes. Above, we have established a deterministic
method for thickening planar quad mesh faces, which allows differenti-
ating the center faces from the border faces. Unfortunately, the method
studied works only on specific meshes verifying certain geometrical con-
ditions. As shown by Pottmann and Wallner [PW08], the condition for
the generation of consistent offset surfaces is restricted to so called coni-
cal quad meshes. A conical mesh can be described by the geometry of a
vertex with its four coinciding edges. The geometrical constraint required
for a vertex to be conical may be expressed by following angle criterion:
α + γ ≡ β + δ (cf. figure 6.3.8). Conical vertices are specific to quad
meshes, which have vertices of valance four. Conical vertex offsets only
exist on inner vertices of a quad mesh figure, as the border vertices have
a valance of three.
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FIGURE 6.3.8. Angle criterion according to [PW08]

Generally, the surface method studied in 4.3 does not provide conical
meshes. However, the generation of conical meshes using the proposed
mesh design method is possible, as shown by the examples presented in
figure 6.3.6 and figure 6.3.7. If applied to non-conical quad meshes, the
thickening method discussed above provides either overlapping construc-
tional parts or gaps in the nodes.

FIGURE 6.3.9. Offset problem on non-conical vertices

Figure 6.3.9 illustrates the offset issue of non-conical vertices. It rep-
resents a non-conical vertex v with its four adjacent faces { fa, fb, fc, fd}.
If each of the faces is thickened using the method described previously,
the resulting vertices v′i would generally not lie in the same point. Each
of the thickened corner vertices

{
v′a,v

′
b,v
′
c,v
′
d

}
has a different position in

space, except if, and only if, the vertex v is conical.

6.3.5. Offset of non-conical meshes. The developed surface method
(cf. section 4.3) is not constrained to produce conical meshes only. There-
fore the offset method has to provide solutions for the generation of con-
structional elements of non-conical quad mesh figures.
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Since the applications are built out of timber panels, which are con-
nected along their edges, the actual node is not so important compared
to wire-frame or reticulated structures. The solution shown below (cf.
figure 6.3.10) proposes to void the vertices such that the newly generated
offset face f ′ is no longer a quadrilateral but an irregular octagon.

FIGURE 6.3.10. Resulting constructional elements of
conical and non-conical meshes respectively

This solution has been applied on the timber plate structures pre-
sented later in section 8.4. It implies that one side of the resulting phys-
ical object corresponds exactly to the geometric figure while the other
side presents “open” nodes, conducting to free-form surfaces with differ-
ent front and back sides. The decision of voiding the nodes has several
consequences on the designed free-form object.

Within the scope of our work, if applied on a large scale building as
proposed in case a) of figure 6.3.4, where the surface describes a bearing
dome structure, the front side may represent the inner side, being struc-
ture and finishing at the same time, while the back side would typically
be covered by supplementary layers such as thermal insulation, coatings,
weather sealing, cladding, etc. In case b) of figure 6.3.4 the proposed
application is a suspended ceiling, where the back side is hidden.

While there exist a certain number of applications where two different
sides may be accepted, the design of structures of which both sides are
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directly visible - as for example the origami sculpture shown in 11.3.2 -
require the quad mesh to be conical.

6.3.6. Notes on offset meshes. Actual CAD-software provide dif-
ferent mesh offset methods. We have found that existing offset methods
do not integrate all the requirements in order to be suitable for the pre-
sented application, which require:

• Two corresponding mesh faces { f , f ′} must be exactly parallel
• The offset distance d between all mesh face pairs { f , f ′} must

be constant
• Two correspondent edges must be collinear
• Different offset conditions have to be applied to border vs. cen-

ter mesh elements

In order to meet these constraints, the offset method presented above has
been developed.

6.4. Generic Detailing

Once the volume describing the base geometry of the constructional
timber element has been defined, the joint details have to be designed in
function of the used assembly fasteners. This task can later be automated,
which will briefly be addressed in section 6.5. The issue of detailing
will be discussed by the example of planar quad mesh surfaces. The
joining of planar quadrilateral timber panels will be realized along the
edges by a series of linearly distributed fasteners. The exact form of the
joints as well as the type of fasteners used is completely dependent on the
conditions to which the free-form surface will be exposed. On the one
hand, the joint might have to transmit loads from one element to the other,
on the other hand, the joint may also have to comply with weather sealing
constraints. However, these two scenarios show that, depending on the
type of application, the actual detail of the joint might be completely
different.
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FIGURE 6.4.1. Example of a set of linearly arrayed fas-
teners along the edges of a quadrilateral timber panels

6.4.1. Linear fastener distribution. Within this section, we will try
to focus on a more general notion of joining timber panels along their
edges. The examples serving to illustrate the detailing process are always
subject to a specific context, which will not be particularly questioned
within the scope of this section.

Before explaining more in detail the technical aspects, we propose to
illustrate the topic by an example. Figure 6.4.1 shows on top a section
of a connection detail proposed by the civil engineer Marcel Haasis. As
stated above, we will not explain exhaustively the actual development of
the shown detail.

The present detail was designed to transmit loads and forces from one
panel to the next, while providing a certain bending rigidity and avoid-
ing relative displacement between two panels. The design of the joint
detail will be taken as a given condition. For interested readers, detailed
information about the employed detail can be found in [HW08b].

The actual goal consists in describing a given detail by a set of pa-
rameters, which then could be applied on all four sides of every con-
structional element. The chosen detail necessitates the manufacturing of
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the constructional timber elements’ edges. The generic detail could be
described as follows:

First a slot (to receive the key) has to be grooved along each edge of
the panel. Second, a series of holes will have to be drilled, that will re-
ceive the screws fastening two panels together. The screws are positioned
within a certain interval that is depending on the type of screw and the
wood species used. Typically, the interval is calculated by the civil en-
gineer and assumed being constant. Further, the screws have to maintain
a minimal distance to the edge. Finally, the direction of the screws has
been defined to be perpendicular to the chamfer surface.

FIGURE 6.4.2. Parametrical representation of the detail
of one side of a quad panel according to figure 6.4.1

Figure 6.4.2 illustrates the used parameters, that are explained as fol-
lows:

• The chamfer surface is described by the vertices {v1,v′1,v2,v′2}
obtained by the thickening process.
• lslot defines the line of the slot (defined by {pm1, pm2}; com-

puted by av1 +bv′1 and av2 +bv′2 respectively, where the coeffi-
cients {a,b} define the ratio of the height on which lies the slot
line
• {lscrews1, lscrews2} are the lines on which the screws will be placed.

They can be computed similarly to the way in which the slot line
lslot has been calculated.
• Distance to the border (for the screws) db
• dsrews available distance to distribute the screws:

dscrews1 = ‖−−−−−→ps11 ps21‖−2db, dscrews2 = ‖−−−−−→ps12 ps22‖−2db
• dint. interval distance of the screws
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The interval of the screws dint. is related to the length of the screw
line lscrews. To determine dint. we need to compute the number of screws
being placed on lscrews. Therefore, the available distance to distribute
the screws dscrews will be divided by the nominal distance between the
screws, required by the civil engineer; e.g. every 15 centimeters. The
result is then rounded to the next integer, which gives us the number of
screws Nscrews. Finally, dint. = dscrews

Nscrews
defines the interval of the screws

being placed.
In the present example, shown in figure 6.4.2, the number of fasten-

ers vary in function of the length of the edge. However, the parametric
description allows adapting the number of fasteners in function of the
chamfer surface’s geometry. Since the chamber surface lies in the bisec-
tor plane between two elements, the chamfer surfaces of both elements
are geometrically identical. Therefore, the detailing for the fasteners con-
necting the two elements may be done on each element individually.

The reason why pre-drilled holes have shown their advantage is that
the montage can be undertaken faster and with a greater precision, which
is of high importance for the accuracy of the perfectly fitting parts.

6.4.2. Fasteners for joining timber panels. The type of fasteners
used depends on the type of application. The joint detailing of the ex-
ample discussed previously had to comply with certain load bearing con-
ditions. Joint detailing for interior design may use other types of fasten-
ers. Other joint details may have to deal with regards to weather sealing.
Within this paragraph, a limited series of fasteners for joining timber pan-
els will be discussed.
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FIGURE 6.4.3. Mechanical fastener for joining panel at
various angles

A series of such fasteners is shown in figure 6.4.4. The dashed lines
indicate the position of the tool axis used for the machining of the detail.
In this series of drawings, the fasteners have been drawn in situations of
angled panels; negatively and positively angled panels. All the fasteners
shown in figure 6.4.4 are depending on the geometry of the panels. For
the examples {a),d),e),f)}, the panel’s cut off lies in the bisector plane. In
such cases, the thickening method presented in 6.3 can be employed for
the computation of the components geometry. For the examples {b),c)},
a different cut off is used depending on the fastener type and the angle
between two neighboring elements.

The assembly of two panels using hard wood dowels situated in the
bisector plane can be realized only up to a certain angle, as shown in case
e). If the two chamfered panels were right-angled, a dowel joint becomes
rather difficult to realize, since the remaining material holding the dowel
in place gets very small. One possible solution to this problem might be
to chamfer the panels not at their bisector plane but rather to cut them as
applied in case b) of figure 6.4.4.
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FIGURE 6.4.4. Different fasteners for the assembly of
timber panels: Hinge joints {d}, hard wood dowels {e},
mechanical fasteners {a,b,c,f}
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With regards to assembly, two types of fasteners will have to be dis-
tinguished:

• Exterior fasteners: They are installed after the panels being
joint have been brought into position. Exterior fasteners are e.g.
hinge joints like shown in case d) in figure 6.4.4 or screws type
fasteners used for the detail shown in figure 6.4.1. Hinge joints
(cf. figure 6.4.4 d) have been employed for the construction
of a temporary chapel building made of massive timber panels
[BW08a, BW06a, BW06b].
• Interior fasteners: They are installed in one or both pre man-

ufactured sides of the panels being joined before the elements
are brought into position. Image 6.4.3 shows an example of a
mechanical dowel type fasteners. Slot/key connections and hard
wood dowels also belong to this category of fasteners.

FIGURE 6.4.5. Panel with pre-drilled holes for hard
wood dowels

Figure 6.4.5 shows a machined panel with pre-drilled holes for hard
wood dowels. Note that the holes have intentionally be placed above the
middle of the chamfer surface. A representation of the section through
the dowel can be seen in case e) of figure 6.4.4.
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6.4.3. Montage of quad panel structures. The type of fasteners
used conditions the assembly process of the structure being built. The
way in which the individual constructional elements are brought into po-
sition before being fastened depends on the fastener type. E.g. dowel
connections require the pieces to be slid along the axis of the dowel. The
implied handling demands a minimum of free space around the panel in
order to permit the sliding manoeuvre. Generally, assembling two panels
by dowels does not present any particular problems; one shifting direction
being defined. Contrary to this, the joining of a panel to two neighboring
elements simultaneously is impossible, since two distinct shifting direc-
tions provide a overdetermined system.

FIGURE 6.4.6. Montage problem with dowel type fasteners

Figure 6.4.6 shows the montage problem of dowel type connections.
After the assembly of the panels {p1, p2, p3}, it is impossible to insert
panel {p4} since it would necessitate to be slid along two different di-
rections simultaneously. One direction is given by the blue axis of {p2}
while a second direction is defined by the blue axis given by the fasteners
towards panel {p3}.

In the particular case shown in figure 6.4.6, a solution exists nonethe-
less: The structure may first be assembled in rows {p1, p2} ,{p3, p4},
which later will be assembled together. This kind of pre-montage works
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only under some particular geometrical conditions. Such a case may only
exist if, and only if, all the normals of the chamfer planes (which are
defining the sliding direction) along one side of a row are strictly point-
ing towards the same direction. In this particular case, we would end up
with exactly one sliding direction.

FIGURE 6.4.7. Row montage of quad mesh structures

Figure 6.4.7 shows the principle of row montage of quad mesh struc-
tures. If the fasteners type A and B are dowel type connectors, the assem-
bly of the quad mesh structure by row montage is only possible under
certain geometrical conditions explained above. If the fasteners type A
and B are screw type fasteners, imposing no particular sliding direction,
the montage can be accomplished without any geometrical constraints be-
ing verified. In this case, the montage problem illustrated by figure 6.4.6
does not persist anymore.

For logistic reasons on the construction site, it may be beneficial to
employ row montage. In this case, the use of different fasteners respec-
tively for type A joints and type B joints may be considered. For example,
if the type A joint is realized by hard wood dowels, type B joint may be
done by screw type connectors, which can be installed after the row has
been brought into its destined final position.

Depending on the dimension of the global object and depending on
the number of elements contained in one row Ri, the row may become
delicate to manipulate, in order to be joined to the rest of the structure.
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Therefore, the robustness for the montage handling may become the de-
termining criteria for the design of the type A joint.

The example of the row montage was addressed withing this section
with regard to detailing. Remarkably, the assembly logic influences the
connection details. The established data structure allows the definition
of different details towards the top-, bottom-, right- and left neighbors.
More over, details for inner connections (joining tow center panels) may
be considered separately from the border connections joining the free-
form structure to its external context (support joints, wall joints, etc.).

6.5. Discussion

The topics addressed within this chapter allow us to structure the ge-
ometry data provided by the geometric design method (cf. chapter 4)
and to apply further post-treatment in order to obtain a description of a
coherent set of constructional parts. The representation of the geometric
elements has been reduced to a set of parameters and variables allow-
ing to automate the generation of the manufacturing data of every single
constructional element individually. Although all the elements building
up the iteratively designed figures are topologically of the same type, the
border conditions provided by the context are demanding different treat-
ments of the details. Within this chapter, several examples complying
with these constraints have been presented.

Being conscious that the topic was mainly explained by the exam-
ple of planar quad mesh structures, the presented methods are generally
applicable to other applications as for example:

• The generation of the workshop plans serving for the construc-
tion of a Bézier vault structure built out of timber planks is for
example described in section 8.2.
• Addressing and generation of workshop plans for the 256 ele-

ments composing a smooth B-spline shell, which is addressed
in 8.3.
• Automated generation of workshop plans for the 10’000 ele-

ments (including addressing, generation of the component’s ge-
ometry and detailing) of a large scale grid shell is mentioned in
the appendix.

The aforementioned examples illustrate the potential of different aspects
related to the topic of automated generation of workshop plans.



CHAPTER 7

Integrated Manufacturing

7.0.1. Scope of this chapter. This chapter deals with questions re-
lated to the production of constructional elements building up iteratively
designed figures. The conditions given by the manufacturing process con-
strain the geometric model. Some of the manufacturing conditions are
related to material properties while others are implied by the machining
process employed.

This chapter will discuss a series of examples showing how the data
describing the constructional elements (obtained by means discussed in
chapter 6) will be translated into a set of machine instructions with re-
gards to integrated manufacturing. Finally, the goal of the proposed meth-
ods is to obtain a set of constructional elements ready for assembling.

7.0.2. Integrated manufacturing techniques. In the field of timber
construction, multipurpose 5-axis CNC-machines are nowadays widely
employed for the production of constructional timber elements. These
machines are relatively large scale routers which can operate with more
or less specific wood working tools. The dimensions of these CNC-
machines range from 2 by 3 meters up to 30 by 5 meters, allowing to
produce important carpentry work pieces. Generally, machines of this
type provide automatic tool change permitting the execution of saw cuts,
tapping operations or routing machining on the same machine, to name
just a few.

7.1. Mapping Problem

The elements constituting iteratively designed figures are situated in
the model space, which is generally R3. In order to be machined, the
elements need to be re-mapped with regards to the working coordinate
system of the CNC-machine and with regards to the dimensions and the
orientation of the raw material being machined.

Usually, CNC-machines possess several coordinate systems that are
either defined globally at the machine’s axis extends, relatively to the

105
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tool tips position, or relatively to an temporary defined coordinate sys-
tem. Further, different origins can be defined: absolute machine zero,
workpiece zero, positioned or “temporary” zero point. Without going
further into the various combinations of origins and coordinate systems
of the machine, we will briefly address the method used for mapping one
part of the iteratively designed geometry, assumed to have an arbitrary
position and orientation in the model space R3, to the origin of the model
space. Later, the model space coordinate system will be mapped to the
CNC-machine’s working coordinate system.

Therefore, an object coordinate system will have to be designed for
each element of the iteratively constructed figure. Figure 7.1.1 shows an
axonometric view of a quad mesh situated in the design space R3. The
model space is represented by the world coordinate system {Ow,Xw,Yw,Zw}.
Face f has the object coordinate system {Oo,Xo,Yo,Zo}, where {v1,v2,v3,v4}
lie in the plane XoYo and Zo is collinear to the normal vector of f . The
origin of the object coordinate system is v1, the orientation of the plane
XoYo is defined by Xo =

−−→v1v2
‖−−→v1v2‖

.

FIGURE 7.1.1. World and object coordinate system

Mapping face f to its image f ′ can be described by a set of three
affine geometric transformations. First, the translation −→t =

−−−→
v1Ow brings

f to the origin of the design space (cf. figure 7.1.1) providing the image
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f ′−→t . Two rotations
{

Aαα,Aβ β
}

allow to map the object coordinate sys-
tem collinearily to the world coordinate system (cf. figure 7.1.2). The
first rotation α has Aα as rotation axis, while the second rotation β has
Aβ as rotation axis. The rotation axis Aα is defined by the cross prod-
uct of the two Z-axis: Aα = Oo + t (Zw×Zo) . The rotation axis Aβ

is defined by world Z-axis: Aβ = Oo + t (Zw). The first rotation brings
f ′−→t into the XwYw-plane providing f ′−→t α

, while the second rotation orients
{v1,v2} ∈ f ′−→t α

parallely to the world X-axis Xw providing the completely
mapped face f ′−→t αβ

(cf. figure 7.1.2).

FIGURE 7.1.2. Rotations mapping the object coordinate
system collinearly to the world coordinate system

The mapping method, illustrated by the example of a quad face, can
be applied on any element of a given IFS-figure, if and only if, an ob-
ject coordinate system can be defined for the element being mapped.
The parameters defining the object coordinate system influence the po-
sition/orientation of the resulting mapped element. Actually, the object
coordinate system used in the previous example is aligned along the edge
{v1,v2}. However, it would have been possible to orient the object coor-
dinate system e.g. aligned along the edge {v1,v4}.

Once the parameters of the object coordinate system have been spec-
ified generically, the generation of individual object coordinate systems
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(and hereby the mapping) can be computed individually for each and ev-
ery single element of a given figure.

The parameters defining the final orientation of the constructional el-
ement are often determined by external conditions. E.g. the proportions
and dimensions of the manufacturing area may condition the orientation
of an element being machined. Another factor influencing the orienta-
tion of the constructional elements is for instance wood grain direction.
For structural applications, a load bearing element needs to be oriented
precisely with regard to the grain.

7.2. Packing Problem

The packing problem is extending the mapping problem, which brings
each constructional element to the origin of the design space. Packing ad-
dresses the problem of how the pieces are placed within a block of raw
material. Within the following, the packaging problem is strictly related
to multi-part manufacturing. In the case of timber plate constructions, the
raw material may be a massive timber block panel out of which several
constructional elements will be machined.

The dimensions of the raw material will be describing a container,
while the set of constructional elements will be considered as the goods
being packed into the containers. The goods have to be packed such that
they geometrically do not overlap. Depending on the size, shape, and
number of goods, the packing has to be optimized, such that the quantity
of containers is minimized while minimizing the empty space left in the
containers.

Today, there exist no optimal and deterministic solution to this prob-
lem. We will not provide the optimal solution either. However, depending
on the way in which the packing is done, the number of containers, and
therefore the quantity of raw material used may vary from the simple to
the double.

Several methods have been studied for more regular conditions, like
circle packing, or square packing in a 2D-container (cf. [CS93]). In our
case, the goods are far less regular objects representing three dimensional
polyhedral volumes, which is not advantageous for finding a solution to
the packing problem. However, the fact that the constructional elements
are all of the same thickness, allows us to reduce the problem to a pseudo
2D packing situation.
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7.2.1. Description of the goods. In order to describe the 3D-elements,
which are going to be packed in a 2D-plane, we need a pseudo 2D-
description for every element. This 2D-description will be expressed by
a polygon circumscribing the geometry of the constructional element and
the demanded space for the tool to machine the element (cf. figure 7.2.1).

FIGURE 7.2.1. Pseudo 2D-description of two construc-
tional elements.

Figure 7.2.1 illustrates two work pieces with their corresponding 2D-
polygons; plan and front view. Depending on the machining strategy and
depending on the tool used, the demanded free space, which is neces-
sary to manufacture the element, is going to be greater or smaller. E.g.
machining the pieces with a circular saw blade (cf. figure 7.3.3) will ne-
cessitate more space for tool manoeuvres than machining the same piece
with a flat tipped finger tool (as shown in figure 7.2.1).

The integration of CAM parameters - such as machining strategy and
tool geometry - allows to create a description of the goods. Hence, the
proposed packing solution is able to take into account parameters from
the level of machining. Problems of packing and machining are gener-
ally treated separately, which is a major reason why no general packing
solutions exist for 5-axis multi-part machining at present.

7.2.2. Packing process. Once the circumscribing polygon (red dash-
dot line cf. figure 7.2.2) has been defined, the actual packing process may
be undertaken. Note, for orientation reasons with regards to wood grain
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direction discussed in 7.1, the goods are not allowed to be turned or re-
oriented in any sens, which is constraining the packing possibilities to
operate on translations only. While, this constraint may help to define the
packing process, it actually increases the number of containers needed to
hold all of the elements.

FIGURE 7.2.2. Packing P2 with regards to P1

In addition to the circumscribing polygon, a workpiece describing
polygon is going to be defined (gray area on figure 7.2.2). The packing is
done by rows. Each constructional element is translated along the X-axis.
The translation is defined by dXP2. This way, the packing allows overlaps
of circumscribing polygons, since they contain only waste material. Con-
trary this, the workpiece describing polygons must not overlap with any
other parts.

Once the element being packed has been positioned in the container,
its needed space in X- and Y-direction is computed respectively and de-
fined as {XPi,YPi}. This data is then used for the construction of succes-
sive packing rows. One row may contain as many elements as ∑XPi ≤
Xraw is verified, where Xraw is the width of the raw material and ∑XPi the
width of all the elements already placed in the actual row. Note, ∑XPi is
always computed within the scope of one single row.

If ∑XPi > Xraw, a new packing row will be started. The following
element will be packed at {X = 0,∑Yrowi} . Yrowi is the biggest YPi value
of a row. If ∑Yrowi > Yraw, the packing of a container - one raw material
panel - has been completed. Remaining elements, which haven’t been
packed yet, will be packed in a following container.
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FIGURE 7.2.3. Packing one complete container

Figure 7.2.3 shows one completely packed container. It seems obvi-
ous, that the described packing method is not at its optimum in terms of
compactness and material waste implied. Actually, packing by the pre-
sented method leads in this example to about 15% of unpacked space in
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the container. Manual packing would allow reducing free space of a con-
tainer down to 10% or even 5% of empty space. However, this method
has to be considered as a trade off between the time needed to pack parts
for multi-part manufacturing and the costs of the raw material to be ma-
chined.

7.3. From Geometry Data to Machine Instruction

7.3.1. Machining conditions. The constructional elements are go-
ing to be produced by means of integrated manufacturing. Therefore, a
5-axis milling machine will be employed. Even tough CNC-machines
functioning with 6, 7 or more axis exist in the field of timber construc-
tions, the actual problem regarding the generation of machine instructions
can fully be explained working with the example of a 5-axis machine.

Within the scope of this work, the used machine was a small MAKA
MM 7s driven by a BWO800 controlling unit. The dimension of the
work area is 1.5m by 3m by 1.2m (XYZ), which is one the small end of
machines used in the field of carpentry. Therefore, the size of the parts
produced was limited by the machine dimensions.

FIGURE 7.3.1. Maka MM 7s

Figure 7.3.1 sows a sketch of the used machine indicating the five
work axis {X ,Y,Z,A,B}, where {X ,Y,Z} are linear axis and {A,B} ro-
tational axis. The present machine has a fix frame structure supporting
the X- and Z-axis, while the Y-axis is implemented as a sliding work-
ing table. The fact that the machine has a working table will actually
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condition the manufacturing methods. The machining strategies used for
the production of the constructional elements have to take into account
that the raw material could not be machined from below within the same
manufacturing step (without turning and re-positioning the piece).

The machining instructions are based on the G-code standard (ISO
6983-1:1982), which describes the basic machine commands such as rapid
moves or controlled feed moves in a straight lines or arcs. Further, it al-
lows to operate tool changes, control spindle speed, stopping the machine,
etc., etc. However, the used controller unit BWO800 provides more or
less specific instructions extending the ISO-standard to machine specific
instructions. They allow controlling the vacuum table, the cooling sys-
tem, the exhaust system, etc. Aiming to provide generic G-code able to
work on most of the 5-axis machines, we try to limit the machine specific
instructions to its strict minimum.

Basically, machine instructions contain the coordinates{X ,Y,Z,A,B},
which normally define the position of the tool tip. A set of two succes-
sive coordinates may hereby determine a linear translation, which can be
driven at a given speed. Moreover, depending on the material and the
plunging depth, the spindle speed can be defined.

7.3.2. Machining strategies. The prepared mapped and packed ge-
ometry data of the constructional elements is translated into a set of ma-
chine instructions. Therefore, a set of machining strategies has been
worked out. Basically, the machining strategies correspond to different
machining work steps, as for example: Address engraving, detail machin-
ing, work piece fixation, cutting operations, etc. Each of these machining
strategies has further been split into a set of sub-strategies depending on
geometrical aspects of the work piece being cut and the tool used for the
machining step.

Below, a set of three cutting strategies are presented in order to il-
lustrated the process allowing the automated generation of machine in-
structions. The strategies compare three different ways of cutting the
chamfered edges of quadrilateral timber panels, which are:

• Pocketing, cf. figure 7.3.2
• Contour cut using a circular saw blade, cf. figure 7.3.3
• Contour cut using a flat tipped finger tool, cf. figure 7.3.4
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FIGURE 7.3.2. Pocketing

Machining pockets can be seen as a surfacing operation. Basically, a
rectangle needs to be defined in which the controller surfaces off every-
thing inside the given boundary. Surfacing can be done either by spiraling
or by linearly sweeping. A flat tool tip will surface the plane being ma-
chined completely. Although this machining strategy is slower than the
ones described below, it is highly necessary in case the two others are not
applicable for geometrical reasons.

FIGURE 7.3.3. Contour cut using a circular saw blade

Machining straight cuts using a circular saw blade is providing the
most proper parts in terms of finishing. The instructions provided to the
machine are rather simple: 1. take the oriented position 2. plunge 3. cut
a straight line 4. lift up. The instructions are highly resembling the ones
used for contour cut machined with a flat tipped tool (see below). The ini-
tial orientation of the tool is though different, since the it is right-angled
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compared to the flat tipped finger tool. One problem related to machining
with circular disk blades is the free space needed for their operation. This
is influencing on the distance from one part to the other. Ideally, circu-
lar saw blades are employed for machining parts being fixed on stands.
This provides the machine more free space around the work piece and
allows to work from below. Since the CNC-machine used here presents a
working table, on which are fixed the parts, the actual free manoeuvring
space is greatly restricted. Several machine/tool and machine/workpiece
collisions are illustrated by figure 7.3.3.

FIGURE 7.3.4. Contour cut using a flat tipped finger tool

Contour cut using flat tipped finger tools (cf. figure 7.3.4) will be the
preferred machining strategy to use whenever possible. It is the fastest
machining strategy providing the least material waste. Similar to the con-
tour cut done by circular disc saws, the programming is simple. Since
the tools used for machining are smaller in size than large circular saw
blades, the machining path is shorter and the demanded free space to op-
erate is sensibly smaller. This allows to pack the pieces to be produced in
a more compact way, as illustrated in section 7.2.

7.3.3. Tool path generation. The tool paths are generated in func-
tion of the work piece geometry and the machining strategy chosen. Fig-
ure 7.3.5 shows a representation of the different tool paths used for the
manufacturing of a constructional element of a quad mesh structure. The
tool paths shown in 7.3.5 describe the work steps being executed in the
following order:
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(1) Magenta, 4mm Drill: Machining of holes for fixing the part by
screws

(2) Cyan, 45° conical engraving tool: Address engraving
(3) Green, 8mm Drill: Machining of holes for fasteners
(4) Red, 20mm flat tipped finger tool: 3-pass contour cut

FIGURE 7.3.5. Tool paths for the manufacturing of one
chamfered timber panel

Besides the color codes, which represent different machining tools
used, the illustration of the tool paths shown in figure 7.3.5 distinguishes
between rapid moves - G0-instructions executed at the maximum ma-
chine speed; dashed lines - and machining moves - G1-instructions exe-
cuted at a given feed rate; continuous lines.

FIGURE 7.3.6. Section view of tool path offset generation

Figure 7.3.6 illustrates schematically how the contour cut tool paths
may be generated. It shows two different cutting situations where the
chamfer cut has either a positive angle {β} or a negative angle {−β}.
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The pair of vertices {vt ,vb} describe the respective geometry of the work
piece being manufactured. {Lsecurity,LMaterial,LTable} denote the respec-
tive levels of the security distance, the top level of the raw material and
the top level of the sacrificial layer of the CNC-machine’s working table.

The tool path is lying in an offset surface parallel to the chamfer
surface being manufactured. The offset distance is given by the tool ge-
ometry. In case of the finger tool used in this example, the offset distance
corresponds to the tool radius r. According to this, the bottom and the
top vertices {vb,vt} - being element of the chamfer surface - will be off-
set at the distance r providing their image vertices v′b and v′t . In the first
case, machining a chamfer cut at a positive angle β , the plunging point vp
coincidences with the offset point v′t . Contrary to this, at a negative ma-
chining angle −β , the offset point v′t is already immerged in the material,
which demands the computation of a separate plunging point vp lying on
the extension of the line segment defined by

{
v′b,v

′
t
}

. Analogous to this a
security point vs needs to be computed for each chamfer cut. vs is element
of the security plane, above which the machine will be allowed to operate
at its maximum feed rate. It is certain that no collision will occur above
the LSecurity level. Hereby, all the parameters with regards to machining
of the contour cut have been defined.

FIGURE 7.3.7. Axonometry view of tool path offset generation
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To represent chamfer surfaces by containing rectangles allows to em-
ploy the same method for the tool path generation, independently from
the chamfer surface’s geometry. More generally, several cutting oper-
ations as well as some of the detail manufacturing operations (e.g. to
groove the slot presented in figure 6.4.1) may be described by oriented
containing rectangles.

FIGURE 7.3.8. Rectangle containing the chamfer surface

Figure 7.3.7 shows the tool path parameters of one isolated chamfer
cut in a axonometric view. The chamfer surface {v1,v′1,v

′
2,v2} is ren-

dered in gray. The rectangle containing the chamfer surface is defined
by {vb1,vt1,vt2,vb2}. There exist four possible relations between the con-
taining rectangle and the chamfer surface, which are shown by figure
7.3.8.
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7.3.4. From tool-paths to G-code. The geometry of the cutting tool
path has been defined within section 7.3.3. The tool path geometry has to
be translated into G-code instructions. Within the following list, generic
pseudo G-code sequence of a chamfer cut (according to figure 7.3.7) will
be explained point by point:

(1) T10 M3 S18000 [Take tool number 10, start turning it clockwise
at 18000 RPM]

(2) G0 X(v′s1) Y(v′s1) Z(v′s1) A(~v) B(−→v ) [Rapid move to point v′s1,
orient tool collinear to −→v ]

(3) G1 X(v′t1) Y(v′t1) Z(v′t1) F5000 [Move to point v′t1 at the ap-
proaching feed rate of 5000 mm/min.]

(4) G1 X(v′b1) Y(v′b1) Z(v′b1) F1500 [Move to point v′b1 at the plung-
ing feed rate of 1500 mm/min.]

(5) G1 X(v′b2) Y(v′b2) Z(v′b2) F3000 [Move to point v′b2 at the cutting
feed rate of 3000 mm/min.]

(6) G1 X(v′t2) Y(v′t2) Z(v′t2) F4000 [Move to point v′t2 at the lifting
feed rate of 4000 mm/min.]

(7) G1 X(v′s2) Y(v′s2) Z(v′s2) F5000 [Move to point v′s2 at the ap-
proaching feed rate of 5000 mm/min.]

Point (1) operates a tool change. This is actually not strictly related to
the execution of one specific chamfer cut. However, point (1) needs to be
executed before the first chamfer cut is going to be machined. Within the
following G-code lines {(2)...(7)}, the variables in brackets, e.g. (v′s1),
represent the respective coordinate values of the vertices {vi} defining
the tool-path polygon. In addition to the {X ,Y,Z}-coordinates, command
line (2) orients the tool by means of {A,B}-coordinates. These coordi-
nates contain angular values expressed in degrees. The tool’s orientation
within the machine space is defined the vector −→v . The direction vector
−→v is obtained in function of the tool path vertices

{
v′b1,v

′
t1
}

and can be

computed by following expression: −→v =
−−−→
v′b1v′t1.

Figure 7.3.9 illustrates the components {vx,vy,vz} of the direction
vector −→v . They are used to compute the axis coordinates {A,B}. Note:
According to the machine settings, A = 0 is defined as being collinear to
the Y-axis, while B = 0 is defined being collinear to the Z-axis.
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FIGURE 7.3.9. {A,B}-angles from vector

According to this, the value of the A-axis angle α is defined by:

α = arcsin

 vx√
v2

x + v2
y


The value of the B-axis angle β is defined by:

β = arccos(vz)
Since the trigonometric functions are periodic, the sign of the angles

need to be verified, in order to define {A,B}.
• If vx < 0, then A =−α else A = α

• If vy < 0, then B =−β else B = β

Nota bene: The relation established between −→v and {A,B} is actually
depending on the type of CNC-machine used. The geometry of the A-
and B-axis of the used MAKA MM 7s is right angled (cf. figure 7.3.1).
However, other CNC-machines have may have different implementations
of the two rotational axis.

7.4. Testing and discussion

7.4.1. Sample production. To test the established digital chain, sev-
eral timber elements have been produced. The verification of the ele-
ment’s geometries has been done by the production of MDF quad ele-
ments. Figure 7.4.1 shows the result of the fist production tests. The
used tool-paths for the production of the first pieces have been obtained
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by the methods discussed above. They are illustrated by figure 7.3.5.
The production time per part was between one and two minutes (without
counting the time necessary to mount and dismount the machine). This
can be considered as highly efficient.

Actually, the list of machining strategies has been optimized with
regards to the constructional elements. The fabrications of different con-
structional elements will presumably need to extend the developed ma-
chining strategies in order to provide equally efficient results. More ex-
amples will be shown by a series of specific applications within the fol-
lowing chapter.

FIGURE 7.4.1. CNC-machined MDF quad elements

The actual production tests have been carried out on a MAKA mm
7s 5-axis CNC-milling machine. Even though the production samples
have been machined on a specific device, the general production strate-
gies worked out in this chapter can be adapted to other CNC-machines of
different manufacturers. This adaption would need to adjust the G-code
post-processor according to the concerned controller and the machines
geometry. As presented in the appendix (cf. 11.3.3) the post-processor
has already successfully been ported to two other CNC-routers. As long
as the used manufacturing devices can be driven by a standardized set of
instructions, the methods developed within the scope of this chapter may
be applied without any broader problems.

The proposed mapping and packing method works flawlessly and has
been applied on several prototypes, which will be presented in the next
chapter. It’s advantage is that it is fairly rapid compared to manual pack-
ing and a lot of 2D-packing solutions exiting in the market. Furthermore,
it provides the possibility to offer a packing method for multi-part 5-axis
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manufacturing which actually does not exist in the industry. It is opti-
mized to specific constructional parts and does integrate parameters from
the level of machining (tool geometry, machining strategy, etc.). On the
one hand, it does not conduct to an absolute optimum packing solution in
terms of waste/raw material ratio. On the other hand, it provides a method
for automated mapping and packing allowing to save costly labor time of
the operator.



CHAPTER 8

Applications by Examples

The series of examples shown within the scope of this chapter il-
lustrate the potential of iterative geometric design for architectural use.
The applications range form purely decorative and formal applications to
structural and load bearing applications. The shown cases treat equally
questions related to the geometric design and their production. Depend-
ing on the type and scale of application different design and production
techniques are implied.

8.1. Decor Panels

Two examples shall be mentioned for demonstrating the design ca-
pabilities of iterative geometric design used for fractal modeling with re-
gards to applications of formal and ornamental character. The shown ap-
plications are basically designed by two dimensional fractal curves. The
production process of the prototypes are not explained in detail, since the
fabrication of two dimensional curves by means of 3-axis CNC-machines
does not present any inherent difficulties. The discrete fractal curves are
used literally as tool paths employed for machining.

8.1.1. Hilbert Panels. Application number one is about fractal tiling
and ornamental decorative panels. This design of the fractal curve is ob-
tained by a variation of the Hilbert curve, defined by the German math-
ematician David Hilbert in [Hil91]. The curve is defined by four affine
geometric transformations, combining scaling, rotations, symmetries and
translations.

The construction principle of the curve is explained by figure 8.1.1.
The top row illustrates the four transformations {T1,T2,T3,T4} while the
bottom row shows the first two construction steps of the curve. Note, that
the germ, the initial geometric K object on which the transformations are
going to be applied, is a u-shaped polygon in the present example.

123
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FIGURE 8.1.1. Construction principle of the Hilbert curve

The design of a Hilbert curve converges to a completely space filling
curve object. However, the intermediate construction states show inter-
esting patterns, which actually depend on the germ K used for the con-
struction of the curve. Figure 8.1.2 shows the parameters used to obtain
the variations of the Hilbert curve: the control point polygon {pi} and the
germ polygon {ki}

FIGURE 8.1.2. Hilbert curve parameters

The parameters define a control point polygon {pi} which allows to
deform and manipulate the shape of the curve globally. The germ poly-
gon {ki} defines the shape of the initial object on which the transforma-
tions are going to be applied. By modifying the size and the shape of the
germ, interesting patterns emerge at the intermediate construction steps
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of the curve. Figure 8.1.3 shows some possible Hilbert curve variations
obtained only by changes applied to the germ.

FIGURE 8.1.3. Hilbert curve variations

The following figures {8.1.4, 8.1.5} show 10 different decor panels
which have variations of the Hilbert curve engraved. Note that the curves
used for the panel’s engraving are composed out of several patches of the
same curve at different levels of iteration.
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FIGURE 8.1.4. Hilbert tilings 1
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FIGURE 8.1.5. Hilbert tilings 2
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8.1.2. Fractal Shading Panels. The design idea of the shading pan-
els is inspired by the Dürer’s pentagon described in [Dür77]. The fractal
is based on a pentagon, which results into a snowflake like figure (cf.
figure 8.1.6). Therefore it is sometimes referred to as pentaflake.

FIGURE 8.1.6. Dürer’s Pentagon

The design of the shading panels uses an IFS-version of the Dürer’s
pentagon. The complete definition of the IFS used is described in [TBSG+06].
The design principle with the associated control and subdivision points
are illustrated schematically by figure 8.1.7. The control handles provide
an interactive way to act on the geometry of the pentaflake.

FIGURE 8.1.7. Parametrized pentaflake
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The resulting figures have been machined out of thin plywood boards.
The prototypes have been installed in our laboratory for a one year period.
The presented examples of shading panels remind the design of arabesque
window and privacy shades.

FIGURE 8.1.8. Two prototypes of fractal shading panels
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8.1.3. Comments on ornamental applications. The examples pre-
sented above show literal applications of fractal iterative modeling to ar-
chitectural elements. The designed geometric figures have been directly
applied onto existing elements. This process is obviously quite straight
forward, which means that there is no further development between the
design and its application; and therefore may be considered a little over-
simplified. However, the results deliver playful and apparently complex
ornamental patterns that can be changed rapidly within the set of defined
parameters.

8.2. Bézier Vault

FIGURE 8.2.1. Iterative Bézier Curve

In this example, we build a vault structure based on an iteratively
constructed Bézier curve with four control points (cf. figure 8.2.1). The
straight line sections which build up the curve will be replaced by raw
sawn timber planks. The planks section’s dimension is 150mm by 35mm.
The vault is composed of a series of curves which are put one next to
the other. The spacing of the curves in the virtual 3D-model is 35mm,
which corresponds to the thickness of the raw sawn timber planks. The
planks are then screwed together in order to compose a massive timber
vault structure. The shape of the vault’s section can be controlled via
the control points of the Bézier curve. Figure 8.2.2 shows a shape study
where the curve’s control points have been deformed such that the re-
sulting shape is a meandering element with inflection points. The line
segments of the underlying discrete Bézier curve have been replaced by
constructional elements.

Once the shape has been defined, the curve will be subdivided into
its parts until we obtain adequate lengths for the constructional elements.
On the one hand, the lengths of the elements should not be longer than
the prevalent planks existing on the market. On the other hand, the sub-
division should be fine enough to obtain a smooth rendering of the curve.
The overall design process is limited to two steps:

• Shape control, via the control points
• Subdivision control by choosing the adequate level of iteration
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FIGURE 8.2.2. Shape study

8.2.1. Generation of the manufacturing data. The relevant dimen-
sions, which are necessary for the production of the constructional ele-
ments, are directly induced by the geometric figure. The lengths of the
planks correspond to the lengths of the curve’s line sections. The chamfer
angle can also be deduced from the geometric model (bisector angle of
two adjacent line segments).

FIGURE 8.2.3. Relation between the geometry data of
the discrete Bézier curve (shown in red) and the work-
shop drawing of one constructional element

The process described above, is illustrated figure 8.2.3. The line seg-
ment of the discrete Bézier curve lies in the middle. The length of this
line segment defines the length of the constructional element. The offset
curves, which define the width of the planks is just added in figure 8.2.3
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as graphical representation, since the width of the actual construction el-
ement is already given by the raw material (w = 150mm). The entire
manufacturing data is given by the angles {αstart ,αend} and the length
{l}.

FIGURE 8.2.4. Workshop plans of one layer of the
Bézier vault

FIGURE 8.2.5. Reduced Scale Model

The set of manufacturing data per element may be represented by
{αstart , l,αend}. If we compute this data for each line segment of a cross
section curve, we will end up with the complete set of execution plans for
one layer (cf. figure 8.2.4). The numbering of the components use the
addressing order provided by the IFS-formalism as presented in section
6.2. As stated above, the massive timber vault structure is defined by a
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series of curves. Repeat this process for each curve and you will end up
with the manufacturing data of every single constructional element of the
entire building.

FIGURE 8.2.6. Construction Detail of the Bézier Vault
Structure (top and front view)

Figure 8.2.5 shows a reduced scale model of such a massive timber
vault structure. The manufacturing data has been obtained by the pro-
cess explained above. The different planks have been cut by a computer
numerically controlled routing table.

The question of how to partition a free-form object into a coherent set
of constructional elements becomes obsolete because it is directly given
by the iterative geometrical construction method. A direct link from de-
sign to production plans has been established, which is an important cost
and time factor for the production of free-form architecture.

8.2.2. Note. Finally we would like to address briefly an important
point which is important for detailing massive screwed plank structures.
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In order to guarantee a minimum stiffness of the final object, we need to
verify that the planks from one layer to the other are overlapping. There-
fore, we need to verify the overlap during the design phase of the Bézier
curves which build up the vault structure. As shown by figure 8.2.6 in a
exemplary way, the screws link several layers of timber planks.

Therefore, the parameters defining the discrete Bézier curve have
been carefully chosen in order to respect a minimal overlapping from
one curve to the other.

8.3. B-spline Shell

FIGURE 8.3.1. Four construction steps of a B-Spline-surface

The following example utilizes tensor products for the geometric de-
sign of IFS-surfaces. The used design method has been presented in sec-
tion 5.4. In figure 8.3.1, the geometrically modeled surfaces are entirely
composed of quadrilateral elements, called faces or quads. These faces,
which are situated in the three dimensional space, are defined by four
points called vertices. Generally, four points are not part of one com-
mon plane, which means that the modeled faces are not constrained to be
coplanar. The construction material that we use for the physical construc-
tion is a planar timber panel. This puts up the following two questions:

• How to build using non-planar elements
• How to improve planarity of non-planar geometries

Ideally, it would be preferable to model directly geometric objects, which
are entirely composed of planar faces. This is actually discussed in sec-
tion 4.3 and implies the definition of additional geometric constraints
which guarantee and verify the planarity of each face.

8.3.1. Bending planar construction material onto non-planar ge-
ometries. We propose to unroll each face in order to get a planar cut-
ting pattern, which then will be automatically manufactured using CNC-
machines. The produced pieces will then be constrained (bent) in order to
reproduce the non-planar geometry of the initial faces. The limits of this
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bending procedure are directly linked to the material properties of the em-
ployed timber panel. In order to limit the initial stress due to the bending
of the wooden panel, minimizing the bending curvature is of great inter-
est. Exceeding the limits of the material properties will result in fractured
and therefore unusable construction panels. In order to minimize the cur-
vature of the faces, a perturbation method is employed. This method acts
on the IFS-Figure with the goal of reducing the local curvature of each
face. The perturbation method will be discussed later on.

FIGURE 8.3.2. Non planar quads present two ways of
triangulation. Depending on the angle value between the
triangular planes the case presenting the lower curvature
is chosen. This allows lessening the initial stress of the
bent timber board.

Two ways to unroll a non-planar face are considered. Each of them is
triangulating the quad into two triangles (cf. figure 8.3.2). The first trian-
gulation gives us the triangles {A,B,C} and {A,C,D} while the second
one gives the triangles {A,B,D} and {B,C,D}. Assuming that each trian-
gle forms a plane having a normal vector {−→n1 ,

−→n2}, we are able to measure
the angle between the two normal vectors by means of their dot product
−→n1 •−→n2 . Note: The two normal vectors {−→n1 ,

−→n2} is obtained by the uni-
tized vector cross products of respectively

∥∥∥−→BC×−→BA
∥∥∥ and

∥∥∥−→DA×−→DC
∥∥∥.

In general, the angle between the planes {A,B,D} and {B,C,D} are dif-
ferent form the angle between the planes {A,B,C} and {A,C,D}. This
property allows choosing the way of triangulation in function of the cur-
vature value. Aiming to reduce the initial stress of the timber panels, the
smaller angle between the surfaces normal vectors will be preferred.
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FIGURE 8.3.3. Quadrilateral faces are generally non
planar. To unroll the shown quad {A,B,C,D}, point C
is transformed by a rotation along the axis [B,D], in or-
der to be part of the plane {A,B,D}.

After having decided about the sense of triangulation, the non planar
quad face is ready to be unrolled. Three points {A,B,D} will be consid-
ered as fix points, which define the reference plane. As {A,B,C,D} form
a non planar quadrilateral face, point C is not part of the reference plane
{A,B,D}. The transformation which will bring point C into the reference
plane is a rotation along the axis [B,D] (cf. figure 8.3.3). This way, the
lengths of the four sides of the quad faces will remain unchanged. The
only geometric data, which is actually affected, are the two angles next
to point B respectively point D. Choosing the rotation rather than an or-
thogonal projection, has the advantage to conserve the length of the sides.
This is highly important for the later assembly of the pieces, in order to
guarantee perfectly closed joints in-between the quad elements. Finally
we can state that we obtain a planar image {A′,B′,C′,D′} of the initial
quad {A,B,C,D} by one transformation on point C.

FIGURE 8.3.4. Unrolled cutting pattern: The Length of
the sides and two opposite angles are preserved.
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FIGURE 8.3.5. Non planar quads present two ways of
triangulation. The rendering of the shape is a more or
less accurate representation of the initially modeled geo-
metric object.

Figure 8.3.5 illustrates a simple case of four non planer quad faces.
The way the faces are triangulated does not depend on the criterion of the
smallest angle, which is not always the most accurate way to represent the
initial geometry. The different appearance of the two solutions shows the
importance of the sense of triangulation. In the first case, the rendering
of the object is much smoother than in the second case, where you can
clearly identify the edges between the single faces. The sense of trian-
gulation acts on the angles between the faces. The given example shows
an extreme situation presenting a very important curvature angle. Further
on, smaller curvature angles will be used for the physical construction out
of timber panels.

8.3.2. Perturbation method to lessen the local curvature of non-
planar quad meshes. The curvature analysis of an IFS-surface (cf. fig-
ure 8.3.6) shows that the greatest curvature is situated near the four cor-
ners of the initial geometric object, which is a cubic B-Spline surface.
We propose a perturbation algorithm that acts on the vertices of the ob-
ject tending to minimize the curvature of the elements constituting ob-
ject. The presented method has been developed in collaboration with our
project partner Iver Bailly-Salins.
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FIGURE 8.3.6. Tensor product surface of two cubic B-
splines. [Left] Curvature analysis showing the greatest
curvature near the corners of the shape. [Right] Geomet-
ric object after planarity optimization.

The planarization method makes an optimization of quad mesh faces.
Each mesh is made of several faces, that are defined by four vertices. The
goal of the planarity optimization is to get faces as planar as possible. The
planarity p of each face is defined by the cosines of the angles between
the corners. The closer it is to 1, the more the planarity is verified. A
planarity is considered correct when this cosine is above a given threshold
planarity pt . According to the quad {A,B,C,D} shown in figure 8.3.2,
two planarity values {p1, p2}can be computed according to the sens of
triangulation :

p1 =
−→
BC×−→BA∥∥∥−→BC×−→BA

∥∥∥ •
−→
DA×−→DC∥∥∥−→DA×−→DC

∥∥∥ =
−→
n1

1 •
−→
n1

2

p2 =
−→
AB×−→AD∥∥∥−→AB×−→AD

∥∥∥ •
−→
CD×−→CB∥∥∥−→CD×−→CB

∥∥∥ =
−→
n2

1 •
−→
n2

2

The planarity optimization method we will consider p1, if p1 ≤ p2,
and with p2, if p1 > p2. If p = 1, then the planarity of the quad {A,B,C,D}
is verified, which means that p1 q p2.

Within the following, the principle parameters that define the pla-
narity optimization are presented:

• It is possible to act on selected areas of the figure, in order to
complete the optimization method on a fragment of the mesh.
• The optimization of planarity can be applied partially on the

mesh figure: I.e. only the faces less planar than a certain thresh-
old will be optimized.
• The move step t is defining the initial step utilized to move

points to improve planarity.
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• Two coefficients, Alpha and Beta, define the importance respec-
tively of the worst planarity and the average planarity in the op-
timization calculus. For example if Alpha is set to 1 and Beta to
2, then optimizing the average planarity is twice more important
than optimizing the worst planarity.
• Finally, the number of iterations i made to improve planarity can

be set.
To improve planarity by moving the points can last a very long time. The
number of iteration lets one define in some way the time spent on the
planarization. By increasing the number of iterations the calculation will
take more time to complete but its result will tend to be more accurate in
terms of planarity optimization.

FIGURE 8.3.7. Each board, different in size and shape,
receives a unique address. Automated generation of the
CNC-files are prepared for integrated production and
produced by a 3 axis cnc-machine.

8.3.3. Automation of the process. So far, the geometry of the cu-
bic B-spline surface has been optimized. The quads that compose the
surface have been planarized in order to minimize their local curvature
values. Still, the quads are not completely planar yet. Therefore, each
quad will have to be unrolled. This is done via a triangulation in function
of the method explained in section 8.3.1. Once the quads are divided into
two triangles, they are unrolled respectively unfolded and drawn on a 2D
plane. This gives us the basis of the manufacturing plans. In addition to
the geometric data, each flattened quad receives a unique address, since
all the elements are different in shape and size. The addressing (unique
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numbers) will allow the organization of the constructional elements in
space, which is necessary for their assembly. The whole process of un-
rolling, addressing, and NC-file creation has fully been automated.

The geometrical data of each board and its address are then written
into machine code files for integrated production. As shown in figure
8.3.7 and 8.3.8, the method and the geometry are verified by the con-
struction of a reduced scale card board model. The cut plates are first
laid out on the ground according their address. The set of plates on the
ground does not cover entirely the plane. There exist gaps in between
the elements. The assembly of the elements has to assure a joint-less
connection of the plates along their sides. This assembly was started in
one corner, went through the whole B-Spline surface and ended in the
opposite corner. If all the plates were assembled in a joint-less way, the
assembly will automatically lead to the physical image of the initially
modeled geometrical figure.

FIGURE 8.3.8. The method and the geometry are tested
and verified on a reduced scale prototype
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8.4. Timber Panel Structures

In this section we will discuss the application of iteratively constructed
free-form surfaces to timber panel constructions. The surface method
used for the design of the free-form objects has been described in section
4.3.

FIGURE 8.4.1. Top and side views of the surface design

Figure 8.4.1 shows a plan and side view of the a discrete surface de-
scribing the design of a prototype. The color rendition shows the control
point polygon in red, while the subdivision point polygon is represented
in blue. As described in section 4.3, the surface designed is completely
defined by two edge curves. The present design study was used for the
realization of the third prototype (cf. figure 8.4.9). It was mainly driven
by following parameters: On the one hand, we wanted to realize a small
dome-like structure, presenting a smooth arc in its longitudinal section.
On the other hand, we designed a rough curve, providing folds to the
transversal section of the structure. We will come back to this design
later in this section.
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Once the geometric figure has been designed, it will be translated into
a set of constructional elements.

FIGURE 8.4.2. Parallel Offset Mesh Generation

In the present example, the faces that compose the discrete surface
are replaced by planar timber panels. The choice of the thickness of the
timber panel is important as the virtual 3D-surface does not present any
thickness. A volume model has to be derived from the surface model.
The thickening process is illustrated by figure 8.4.2. First, we generate
a parallel offset surface, which holds a constant distance to the initial
surface. The distance corresponds to the thickness of the timber panel.
Second, the bisector planes are calculated, we will use them later for the
chamfer cut of the panels. In this way, we design free-form objects that
are entirely built up of planar constructional elements. Please consider
section 6.3 for a more in-depth description of the employed thickening
method. Figure 8.4.3 shows an example of an IFS-surface whose faces
have been entirely replaced by thickened constructional elements.

FIGURE 8.4.3. Thickened ISF-surface
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8.4.1. Manufacturing. We will summarize briefly questions related
to integrated production of the constructional elements for the timber
plate structure. Please see chapter 7 for detailed information about the
manufacturing process implied for the production of discrete geometric
design. The procedure to get from the geometry data of the constructional
elements to the machine code has been mainly automated.

FIGURE 8.4.4. Integrated manufacturing of the con-
structional elements

To realize the parts of such complex shapes, the following work steps
are necessary:

• A unique address for each constructional element is necessary
for the logistical reason that the different elements can be as-
sembled in the right place.
• Each element has to be oriented according to the coordinate sys-

tem of the CNC-machine, the dimensions of the raw material
and fiber direction of the plywood panel.
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• Automatic generation of the machine code for each element:
The material properties, the type of machine and the nature of
the cutting tools are of the highest importance for integrated
production of the elements, which are all different in size and
shape.

Figure 8.4.4 shows a sequence of the machining process. The production
of each multi part plate has been split into three work steps:

• Piercing of the fixation holes. Each part is screwed on the ma-
chining table.
• Engraving of the addresses of each element.
• Contour cut: machining of the actual element.

8.4.2. Prototypes. The established digital design and production chain
was verified and tested by means of a series of reduced scale prototypes.
First, a partial prototype was going to be machined presenting an extract
of a bigger structure. The realization of a detail of a bigger structure
was intended to deliver insight about the implemented accuracy of the
developed methods. Main manufacturing problems have not shown up
during the production of the first constructional elements. However, due
to the geometry of the constructional elements and the required preci-
sion needed to obtain perfectly fitting parts, several smaller adjustments
needed to be done on the CNC-machine side. For example, the fixation of
the parts needed to be enforced for the production of the plywood parts.
Furthermore, the working table of the CNC-machine had to be calibrated
several times, in order to guarantee exact positioning of the raw material
boards, since a minimal shift of the Z-0-level induces major dimensional
changes of the machined parts.

Finally, the assembled manufactured elements give an accurate ren-
dering of the surface designed on the computer screen. This shows that
practical realization of iteratively constructed surfaces becomes possible.
After the realization of an early partial prototype (cf. figure 8.4.5), we
went on testing the method on more complex structures. First, we com-
pleted an eight by eight mesh surface, just a little bigger than the initial
test prototype shown in figure 8.4.5.
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FIGURE 8.4.5. Assembling of the partial prototype

For the manufacturing of the second and the third prototype, mapping
and packing strategies presented in chapter 7 have been applied. Figure
8.4.6 shows the mapped and packed parts of the second prototype - just
after being machined.

FIGURE 8.4.6. Machined elements of the second prototype
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Figure 8.4.7 shows the layout of the mapped and packed parts of the
third prototype. The black dots in the center of each part show the address
numbers of the single pieces. Each, packed raw material board was then
translated into one file of machine instructions for integrated production.

Iterative surface design for constructions based on timber panels
EDAR - September 2008 - Ivo Stotz, Gilles Gouaty, Yves Weinand 

1500mm

2300m
m

FIGURE 8.4.7. Workshop plans of the third prototype

Figure 8.4.8 shows the assembled second prototype composed of 64
elements. The photograph shows the front and the back side of the proto-
type. The engraved numbers on the back side of the prototype are the
constructional element’s IDs. The reason why the present prototypes
present a different back side with regards to their front side is due to
offset problems that the present free-form meshes provide, cf. section
6.3.3. Therefore, no consistent offset mesh was able to be computed and
exceptions had to be taken in account for the vertices (the corner of the
elements). We took advantage of the differentiation of the two sides to
engrave the address IDs directly on the back side of the timber parts rather
than sticking on paper labels containing the address information.
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FIGURE 8.4.8. Second prototype - 8 by 8

After the realization of the first two small test surfaces, we approached
the manufacturing of a bigger prototype composed of 256 constructional
elements. The shell structure shown in figure 8.4.9 presents a small vault
spanning over four and a half meters; its plates are 10 mm thick spruce
plywood. The geometric design of this shell is shown in figure 8.4.1. It
has been discussed in the beginning of this section. The production of
the parts were done completely in an automated way. The manufactur-
ing data included the generation of workshop plans shown in figure 8.4.7,
showing three raw material panels of 10 mm thick plywood boards. The
mapping of the elements to the raw material plywood panels is done with
regards to wood grain direction, which is shown by the red double flash
in graph number 8.4.7.
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FIGURE 8.4.9. Interior and exterior views of the third
prototype, which is constituted of 256 elements

The assembly of the parts was completed row-wise (cf. section 6.4.3),
starting in the middle of the structure and ending at its sides. This way, we
aimed to reduce the accumulation of relative precision errors due to man-
ual assembly. The assembled prototype shows a nice little vault structure
of which the parts fit astonishingly well. The shape of the rips show a
quasi-organic shape and integrate comfortably into the pleasing global
dome structure.

8.4.3. Conclusions. The established methods for the design and the
production of free form panel shells has shown to be quite robust. The
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generation of the production data lasts only a few moments. Architectural
design of the free-form surface aside, following production related prop-
erties need to be defined in order to obtain the complete set of production
data:

• Material thickness (needed for the offset mesh generation ac-
cording to chapter 6.3)
• Definition of front and back side of the surface
• Dimensions of the raw timber panels (needed for mapping and

packing)
• Tool data: geometry, feed rates, rpm, etc. (needed for the gen-

eration of the G-code according to chapter 7)

Hereby, we end up with a general description of free-form surfaces built
by planar timber elements. This versatility allows us to quickly change
the initial design or let us use another raw material board. Possible up-
coming changes in the design cycle can be integrated easily and quickly
to the final product. Note: that the needed time for milling and assem-
bly is actually not take into account. After the realization of the three
presented prototypes we were testing a series of new designs at a larger
scale. Withing the following pages, two design studies are shown. The
two prototypes number four and number five present variations of the
prototype number three. The scale of those designs has doubled and the
number of elements has also be subject to changes. Further, the geometry
of the surface has also be changed slightly in order to get a more elon-
gated structure (in case of study #4) or a more square dome-like surface
(in case of study #5). The material was thought to be 21mm thick three
layered timber bloc panels.

The figures 8.4.10 to 8.4.13 show the two design studies and its cor-
responding workshop plans. Further focus is driven to the size of respec-
tively the smallest and the biggest element of the structures designed.
We see that this relation can heavily vary depending on a given design.
Therefore, during the design phase, special attention should be payed to
the size of the resulting elements, e.g. we should assure, that no part is
actually being bigger than the size of the employed raw material.

Although the realized objects remain till today relatively small-sized,
they allowed us to verify the validity of the proposed design method, since
the employed manufacturing techniques are also applicable for real scale
constructional elements.
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FIGURE 8.4.10. Design of prototype #4
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FIGURE 8.4.11. Production plans of prototype #4: 30
raw material panels and 512 constructional elements
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FIGURE 8.4.12. Design of prototype #5
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FIGURE 8.4.13. Production plans of prototype #5: 24
raw material panels and 256 constructional elements
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8.5. Discussion

The shown examples explore a small part of the possibilities offered
by iterative geometric design. The wide range of applications illustrate
possible domains of applications of iterative geometric design. The re-
alized prototypes have shown the advantage of a close relation between
the geometrical model and the production process to design and to fabri-
cate geometrically complex free-form architecture. Once a coherent work
chain has been established, changes can be operated smoothly at any level
of the design process. This has been shown particularly by the case study
of the timber panel structures. After the validation of the design process,
we were able to produce several differently shaped and sized prototypes.
The examples show that changes on the form finding level do not imply
all the detailing and workshop plans to be reworked. Analogous to this,
other parameters like for instance material thickness or detailing can be
changed independently. This provides greater flexibility for the design
and the production of geometrically complex free-form architecture.
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CHAPTER 9

Conclusion

9.1. Discussion

Within this thesis, several notions related to digital design and pro-
duction of architecture have been presented. Undertaken investigations
range from the research of new geometric architectural design methods
to optimizations of integrated manufacturing techniques. The spectrum
of the research has intentionally been widely spread in order to provide a
global approach to the problem of design and production of architectural
free-form objects. It is highly important to situate the single links of the
digital chain within the global context of the design process engaged.

The applications presented in chapter 8 show how beneficial and
time-saving the use of a complete design chain can be, allowing to in-
tervene independently at any of the design or production steps and per-
mitting changes within the design process to be integrated smoothly. The
initial appraisal - claiming the lack of feasibility of free-form structures 1-
shows the importance of the optimization of design and production pro-
cesses involved within the realization of architectural free-form objects.

At the level of geometric design, the findings and contributions dis-
cussed below are not specific to architecture and can therefore be applied
to other domains. Going down to the level of production, the solutions
become more and more specific as they are developed in function of par-
ticular architectural designs2. They establish a close relation between the
initial geometrical figure and its built counterpart. The specificity of the
methods depending on a given project provides functional, efficient, light
and rapid tools. However, the methods worked out on the level of pro-
duction are less specific than the ones on the level of geometric design.

1mainly due to tremendous production and planning effort
2which are depending on the type of application, contextual setting, material, man-

ufacturing device, etc.
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9.2. Contributions

Within the following the contributions to existing work and methods
are discussed with regards to their respective domains.

9.2.1. Iterative Geometric Design.
(1) Iterative geometry unifies within one formalism the methods

of fractal modeling (IFS), subdivision geometric design and L-
systems. The general geometric design formalism provides iter-
ative construction of a very large variety of geometric figures
unifying the up to now separate shape grammars of smooth
and rough figures. Hence, architectural geometric design is ex-
tended by the world of fractal and folded shapes.

(2) Transformation driven geometric design exposed in section 4.1
provides an intuitive manner to manipulate the transformation
matrices. They specify the local aspect of a geometric figure
characterizing the level and the nature of its respectively rough-
ness and smoothness. Introducing subdivision point modeling,
the shape defining parameters can be ascertained graphically.
Additionally, exact control is provided by declarative input meth-
ods. Besides subdivision point modeling, classical design meth-
ods such as control point editing are offered by transformation
driven iterative geometric design.

(3) Constraints are handled topologically and geometrically. They
are of high importance to architectural geometric design allow-
ing to formulate criteria needed for the later physical realization
of the generated geometrical figures. Topological constraints
provide control over connectivity and continuity of the compo-
nents of the figure being designed. Geometrical constraints have
been integrated in the surface method (cf. section 4.3) verifying
that all components of a free-form surface remain planar in any
case.

(4) Discrete architectural geometry provides the advantage of free-
form figures being expressed by a finite number of elements.
The number of elements is appointed by the level of iteration
used for the construction of a discrete figure. Hereby, control
over the required refinement and level of detail of a figure de-
signed is provided. Further, the discrete expression delivers a
modular raster being able to be used as a construction grid de-
termining a finite set of components potentially translatable into
constructional elements.
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9.2.2. Generation of Constructional Elements of free-form archi-
tectural objects. The generation of the data describing the construc-
tional components of iterative geometric objects raised methods for data
structuring. Those allow the set of geometric data to be conditioned for
processing with regards to integrated manufacturing. Findings in this do-
main are resumed within the following areas:

(1) Addressing systems give access to every individual member of
the global object. Unique IDs are associated to each element
in an ordered system. The addressing system provided by the
IFS geometric design method establishes an inherent relation
between the geometric figure and the data structure of the com-
ponent’s IDs. Beyond the advantages and the limits of IFS-
addressing (cf. section 6.2), lexicographically ordered address-
ing systems can be used in a complementary way.

(2) Geometrical Description of the Constructional Components is
computed in function of the geometry data of an iterative figure.
Border conditions of architectural free-form objects differenti-
ate the elements within the global structure of the figure being
designed. Parameters depending on the application and the ma-
terial used for the physical realization of the object allowed to
refine the method for translating the geometric components into
a complete set of constructional elements.

(3) Automated Detailing completes the global description of the
constructional components. Different generic details may be ap-
plied in function of the respective requirements. The addressed
data structure allows differentiating border details from inner
connections, where again different fastening techniques may be
used for respectively lateral and longitudinal joining.

Contextual conditions integrate into the translation method for the con-
version of the geometric elements into constructional components. On
the one hand, the data structure used is in direct relation to the general
geometric design method. On the other hand, the methods deployed for
the translation of the geometry data into constructional components have
been tightly specialized with regards to their respective applications.
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9.2.3. Integrated Manufacturing. Having defined the constructional
elements, the parts are finally processed for integrated manufacturing.
The following findings made it possible to directly process the data set
describing the constructional elements into a set of machine instructions
for integrated manufacturing.

(1) The Mapping method allows the components being translated
from the model space3 to the machine space4 with regards to in-
tegrated manufacturing. The data structure describing the con-
structional components is enriched by local object coordinate
systems proper to each component. The definition of individual
object coordinate systems allows flawless mapping of the con-
structional elements from the model to the machine space offer-
ing control over the final orientation of the parts, with regards
to the anisotropy of the used material.

(2) Packing methods studied enhance the waste/raw material ratio.
Although the developed method does not reach an optimal ex-
ploitation of the raw material, it actually achieves a fair trade
off between packing time and waste material. It preserves the
orientation of the components according to e.g. grain direction.
Furthermore, the proposed method integrates parameters from
the level of machining such as machining strategies or tool ge-
ometry. Hereby, a packing solution for 5-axis multi-part manu-
facturing is provided which does not exist at present.

(3) Automated Creation of G-code completes the digital production
chain with regards to integrated manufacturing. The process
used for the generation of the set of machine instructions has
been optimized in accordance to the nature of the components
being produced. Machining strategies depending on the part’s
geometry and the connection details allow the generation of ad-
equate tool paths, that permit minimizing manufacturing time.
On the one hand, this optimization may limit the generality of
the method. On the other hand, it allows automating the gener-
ation of tool paths and the post processing of the G-code files
needed for the milling of the constructional elements. This can
actually not be accomplished in an automated way by using ex-
isting CAM-solutions.

3Design Environment
4Production Environment
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9.3. Contributions to the State of the Art

Contributions to the field of geometric architectural design are inno-
vative and provide unseen form finding possibilities adding fractal model-
ing and a new constrained surface method to the design tools of common
CAD-software. Iterative geometric design is general enough to be applied
not exclusively to the field of architecture. Fractal modeling as defined
by Tosan et al. [ZT96, TZTV97] has been enriched by subdivision point
editing. The use of the projective geometry extends the method to rational
figures, providing further form finding possibilities.

On the level of integrated production, more specialized methods have
been developed in accordance to contextual and material conditions. The
specificity of the developed methods - which is in direct relation to partic-
ular architectural designs - allows an efficient optimization of the digital
chain for the design and the production of iteratively designed free-form
objects. The provided links between the individual work steps fit closely
allowing designers to intervene and operated changes at any level of the
design cycle.

The wide spectrum of the interdisciplinary research permitted to inte-
grate conditions from one field to the other. Cross relations of apparently
intrinsic properties of the different domains were used to formulate con-
ditions leading to new solutions.

First, material properties and machining techniques led to the defini-
tion of constraints that appeared to be fundamental for the development
of a packing method for 5-axis multi-part manufacturing.

Second, addressing systems were designed in accordance with the
geometric design methods. Additionally, they integrate conditions of the
architectural context and properties defined by fastening and montage
techniques.

Further, the property of iterative geometric design delivering dis-
crete figures was used for automating the generation of constructional
elements.

Hereby, properties of a mathematical geometric construction method
were used to elaborate solutions to the problem of physical construction.





CHAPTER 10

Outlook

10.1. Applications

The applications of iterative geometric design discussed in chapter 8
show a wide range of applications. The presented examples have been
empirically developed and represent only a fraction of possible future
applications of iterative geometric design for architectural use.

Although the shown examples remain up to now relatively small in
scale, they made it possible to verify the validity of the proposed design
method. Hence, the employed manufacturing techniques are applicable
for real scale constructional elements. The validity of the methods devel-
oped within the scope of this thesis is further endorsed by the fact that
partial results in the field of integrated manufacturing were able to be ap-
plied on third party projects. A short description of projects using our
methods can be found in the appendix of this document. The out-sourced
findings have been applied within the following scopes:

(1) Integrated manufacturing techniques developed within the scope
of this work have been applied for the realization of differ-
ent timber panel structures. The realizations range from the
model making of students projects, presented in 11.3.1, to the
machining of the parts for a wooden origami structure, shown
in 11.3.2. The use of our methods has allowed efficient pro-
duction of two complex architectural designs composed out of
hundreds of differently shaped components. These two projects
have drawn profit of the developed methods for mapping, tool-
path generation, machining strategies and G-code generation
(post-processing).

(2) Methods for automated generation of constructional elements
have been applied on two different projects: Roof design of a
high-school’s gymnasium, shown in the appendix under 11.2
and the wooden origami sculpture, presented in 11.3.2. The
projects employed the developed data conditioning methods for
addressing, thickening and generic detailing. In the example
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of the roof design (cf. 11.2), the developed method was able
to handle ten thousand elements. The constructional compo-
nents were described by a complete set of data containing: The
workshop plans of every single element, addresses and number
listings, quantitative values indicating the amount of raw ma-
terial needed and the number of cutting and drilling operations
required for the production of the elements.

(3) Post-Processors: While two projects [11.3.2 and 11.3.1] have
used the post-processor developed for a 5-axis milling machine,
the research carried out within chapter 7 led to the develop-
ment of two 3-axis CNC-machine post-processors, presented
in 11.3.3. The capability to adapt the post-processor to differ-
ent CNC-devices is important as it shows the portability of the
deployed G-code generation method with regards to the large
variety of CNC-machines used in the industry.

Some of the results of this work were able to be applied within a broader
and more general context as mentioned above. This opens perspectives
for future development and future applications.

10.2. Future Work

10.2.1. Research on Iterative Geometric Design. Concerning con-
strained geometric design for architectural use, a new deterministic sur-
face method (cf. 4.3) has been developed, which verifies all parts being
planar. This constraint is of high importance for the construction of free-
form architecture that are built out of flat sheet material.

While the proposed method is verifying its parts being planar, it does
not guarantee the generated mesh figure being conical. The constraint
of conical vertices is important for thickening of the geometric figure in
order to compute the constructional components’ geometry. Pottmann et
al. [PLW+07, PW08] studied the problem and provide techniques for
optimizing quad-meshes in order to meet the requirements. In addition
to future research on optimization methods, it would be highly desirable
to develop deterministic design methods providing directly planar and
conical quad-meshes.
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10.2.2. Development in Integrated Architectural Design. New tools
for design and production of geometrically complex architecture have
been developed within the scope of this work with regards to specific ar-
chitectural designs. It is insofar important to understand that precise and
efficient solutions may only be obtained by specifically designed tools.
At present, a series of specific software tools implements the methods
worked out (cf. 11.5).

For particular applications as the ones discussed above (cf. section
10.1), the developed tools need to be adapted depending on the project
on which they are applied to. Therefore, adaption and expansion of the
presented solutions with regards to future applications will continue to be
an important field of development. Hence, the acquired knowledge and
the gained experience will facilitate future developments.

10.2.3. Future Applications. The studied geometric design tech-
niques are not restricted to strictly formal and ornamental applications,
even tough a completely new shape grammar has become accessible by
iterative geometric design. The possibility of adding roughness and folds
to architectural free-form designs may not only be used for aesthetic rea-
sons but may actually be useful for structural applications too. A compar-
ison of the application of the B-spline Shell (cf. 8.3) to the timber panel
structure (cf. 8.4) shows how the introduction of folds provides higher
bending rigidity to the overall structure. Preliminary structural analy-
sis has been undertaken by Natterer (cf. appendix 11.4). Therefore, we
consider applications of IFS-surfaces for load bearing structures to be an
important future field of research.

In addition to this, iterative geometric design may be applied for the
design of free-form facades, interior design, climbing walls or suspended
ceilings.
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Epilogue

Techniques and design methods of architects change over time. With
the development of computer technologies and the arrival of computer
aided design in the field of architecture new design possibilities emerged,
providing access to advanced geometric design methods. It is important
to state that today’s architects often empirically employ the new tools
without having a proper understanding about the implied mathematical
concepts. Thus, the potentially powerful new technologies remain too
often unmastered, which is hindering the deployment of their full capacity
due to lack of control.

The present work take a critical look behind the scenes of these new
technologies, making methods of computer aided design and production
more understandable. The acquired knowledge enabled us to better form
a more discerning opinion upon the underlying principles. Hence, com-
puter aided tools may actually be used more accurately with regards to
applications in the field of architecture. Further, most of the offered so-
lutions are not directly applicable to the architectural realm. More spe-
cialized tools need to be developed in function of a specific architectural
design. To succeed, the “digital” architect has to design his proper ade-
quate and specific tools.

The interdisciplinarity of the research topic and the research team
was key to accomplish that goal. It allowed to learn and exchange knowl-
edge of geometrical design, software development, data structuring and
production techniques. This knowledge is more and more important in
the context of a changing profession. Applications as the projects shown
in the appendix witness of how the acquired knowledge may directly con-
tribute to the development of computer aided architectural designs, lead-
ing to a new design paradigm. This influences the way how architectural
problems are approached, developed and solved. Therefore, we estimate
that the developed topics support the foundation of a new generation of
architects. Within this perspective, the different topics studied during the
elaboration of this work have sustainably influenced to the author’s work
method and will surely be applied in the future.
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CHAPTER 11

Appendix

11.1. About this Appendix

The appendix features a series of projects, in which some of the meth-
ods studied within the scope of this PhD. thesis have been applied. The
projects have consciously not been discussed in chapter 8 since no it-
erative geometric design has been employed to define the geometry of
the architectural objects. However, with regards to integrated production
of constructional elements of architectural free-form objects, following
methods have been employed:

(1) Integrated manufacturing techniques developed in chapter 7 have
been applied for the fabrication of two timber plate structures
(cf. 11.3.1 and 11.3.2).

(2) Automated generation of constructional components developed
in chapter 6 were used for two projects (cf. 11.2, 11.3.2).

(3) Method for automated G-code generation led to the develope-
ment of two HP-GL post-processors, which have been devel-
oped for the generation of machine instructions of two small
scale 3-axis routers (cf. section 11.3.3).

These examples illustrate the capabilities of the developed methods to
be applied more generally for the production of geometrically complex
architectural designs. They show that findings of this thesis may be par-
tially outsourced. Further, they provide an outlook on possible future
development of our methods.

Additionally, load bearing applications of IFS timber panel surfaces
are briefly addressed within the scope of section 11.4. A preliminary
structural analysis evaluates some advantages of iterative geometric de-
sign for load bearing timber shell structures.

Finally, a note on different software implementations of the presented
methods can be found in the end of this appendix, cf. 11.5.
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11.2. Geodesic Rib Shell

11.2.1. Project Description. Within the following, a project of a
triple gymnasium for a high school in Belgium will be presented. In
March 2008, our laboratory IBOIS was asked to submit a constructive
solution for the structure of the free-form roof designed by the architect.
The part we worked on is shown in purple in figure 11.2.1. The dimen-
sions of the freely spanning roof were 48 by 28 meters. We proposed to
build it in form of a geodesic timber grid shell. Once the general lay-
out of the structural grid has been designed, the question was about the
creation of the workshop plans. The structural analysis, demanded an
important cross section of the ribs, such that it was decided to work on a
multi-layered model composed of eight layers of timber planks.

FIGURE 11.2.1. Design of the architects: double
curved roof

11.2.2. Structural System. The principle of geodesic timber grid
shells is to build free-form structures out of straight raw timber planks.
The planks are bent onto the geometry of the surface describing a given
architectural design. The layout of the bended timber planks form a grid.
At the intersection of two grid lines, a bolt is placed in order to maintain
the relative position of the planks. Depending on the required bearing
capacity, the grid lines are composed of several layers of timber planks,
which are nailed or screwed together in order to form a semi-rigid cross
section (cf. figure 11.2.2). In terms of material continuity of multi-layer
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timber grid shells, every second layer is constituted of continuous planks
in one direction of the grid. Every other layer, the continuous grid lines
are alternating the grid’s direction. Discontinued grid lines are material-
ized in form of fill in planks.

FIGURE 11.2.2. Assembly principle of geodesic timber
grid shells according to [NW07]

FIGURE 11.2.3. Grid lines: top and side view

Having defined the constructional system, the roof structure was di-
vided into three parts. Thereon the subdivision of the surface could be
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done, in order to obtain the rhythm and the position of the grid lines. Fig-
ure 11.2.3 shows the lay out of the grid lines. The red lines show the
frame beams supporting the geodesic timber rib shell, defining the border
conditions.

11.2.3. Parameters. In order to investigate the technical feasibil-
ity of the production of workshop data, one third of the roof structure
was studied more in detail. With regards to integrated manufacturing of
the constructional elements, the production conditions of a geodesic grid
shell done by Pirazzy in 2005 have been considered. Detailed informa-
tion about the realization and structural testing of this grid shell can be
found in [PW06]. The construction principles match basically the ones
presented within the aforementioned paragraphs.

Within the following, the relevant parameters for the design of the
constructional elements are listed:

• Number of Layers : 8
• Width of the planks : 16 cm
• Height of the planks : 4 cm
• Joint dimensions : 0.2 cm

FIGURE 11.2.4. Grid shell detail scheme

The parameters are illustrated by figure 11.2.4. The Joint dimen-
sion of 2 mm is designed such that the fill planks are being produced
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slightly smaller than the dimensions of the space in-between two con-
tinuous plank lines. This allows the easy insertion of the fill planks. In
addition to this, the fill planks shall not provide direct contact to the con-
tinuous plank within the same layer.

FIGURE 11.2.5. Multilayer model with labelled grid lines

By means of the number of layers and the planks thickness, the ge-
ometry of a multilayer model of the grid shell could be calculated. Figure
11.2.5 shows a perspective view of the multilayer model. Note: The dif-
ferent grid lines of the different layers have been labeled by unique IDs.
These names will be used later for the element listings describing each
single plank. Due to the amount of information existing at this stage
of the design, graphical representation of the constructional elements is
actually not able to render all the data integrally. Other ways of data
representation had to be considered.

11.2.4. Resulting Constructional Elements. The data describing
the constructional elements was designed for submission to the contrac-
tors in order to get a price offer. The data set was given as an example
illustrating the capabilities to condition the production data in order to
optimize the fabrication of the elements. Automated generation of the
production data allowed to deliver precise quantity information on ma-
chining operations and used raw material, which we considered necessary
for accurate pricing.
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Finally, two representation methods have been specified, which de-
scribe the production data of the constructional elements:

(1) A graphical representation of each plank, describing the geom-
etry data of the finished elements.

(2) A piece list, describing and quantifying the integral set of op-
erations needed to machine the elements (piercing and cutting
cycles).

FIGURE 11.2.6. Top: Geometrical description of one
layer of one third of the roof. Bottom: Detail view

Figure 11.2.6 shows the drawing describing the constructional ele-
ments of layer one. Each line of the drawing corresponds to one grid line
of the rib shell. The name of the grid line is labeled at the left side of
the drawing. Every second grid line is continuous and shows one plank
over the whole span. The continuous planks present holes for the fixation
of the bolts at the grid line’s crossings. Every other line show a series of
fill planks of one grid line. The fill planks do not present fixation holes
but angle cuts at both of their ends. The values of the angle cut vary in
function of the geometry of the grid line’s crossings.

Within the following pages, an extract of the piece list is shown. The
file starts with a summary of the employed parameters. Further each
plank is described by the number of machining operations and the overall
length of the element according to the scheme shown in figure 11.2.4. The
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elements are sorted by layers, and by type {continuous, fill}. The con-
tinuous planks are further described by the number of holes to be drilled,
while the fill planks are described by the chamfer cuts at both of its ends.
At the end of the file, a summary of the used material and the number of
pieces is plot, which may serve for the calculation of the production costs
(allowing to differentiate material and machining costs).

Drawing Name : Geodesics1stThird

File creation date: 28.04.2008 09:20:46

-

V A R I A B L E S

Number of Layers : 8

Width of the planks : 16 cm

Height of the planks : 4 cm

Joint dimensions : 0.2 cm

-

L A Y E R 1

Layer Name : layer1

-

Line C1G1 Continuous Plank

Length : 245.772544296245

Number of holes : 3

-

Line C1G2 Continuous Plank

Length : 498.751401188483

Number of holes : 5

-

Line C1G3 Continuous Plank

Length : 758.405573682014

Number of holes : 7

-

Line C1G4 Continuous Plank

Length : 1024.17148528496

Number of holes : 9

-

(...)

-

Line C1G30 Fill Plank :1

Length : 66.9021892815474
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Start Angle : 101.517203999096

End Angle : 99.5512888148112

-

Line C1G30 Fill Plank :2

Length : 68.8834532022343

Start Angle : 99.5512888148112

End Angle : 97.7283146077738

-

Line C1G30 Fill Plank :3

Length : 71.0382004399158

Start Angle : 97.7283146077738

End Angle : 96.0342480017642

-

Line C1G30 Fill Plank :4

Length : 103.578372636248

Start Angle : 96.0342480017643

End Angle : 94.8557909417655

-

(...)

-

Line C8G432 Fill Plank :2

Length : 62.5519549891013

Start Angle : 83.8323675765027

End Angle : 81.9254677456758

-

S U M M A R Y

Total Length : 629872.277171699 cm

Number of elements : 3096

Number of holes : 3080

Number of saw cuts : 6192

Total Volume : 40.3118088345266 m3

-

E N D O F L I S T

11.2.5. Conclusion. The integrated design approach allowed us to
obtain the production data of every single constructional element. Fur-
ther, quantitative information about the work steps needed to produce the
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elements as well the quantity of raw material used were able to be ob-
tained. In addition to this, an addressing system assigning unique IDs to
each element has been defined.

This project allowed us to employ practically the methods elaborated
within the chapter 6. By the present project, the notions studied within
the scope of this work turned out to be general enough in order to be
applied to a real world scenario.

Although we were able to condition the data set describing the con-
structional elements in the way we wanted, the project has not been exe-
cuted. The price offers returned by the contractors turned out to be out of
the budgetary range of the awarding authority, such that the project had
to be much simplified and, finally, it is about to be built without a double
curved roof structure.

11.3. Applications to Integrated Production

The findings related to questions of integrated manufacturing have al-
lowed the realization of several small projects. Two examples [11.3.2,11.3.1]
show the application of the developed methods used for machining of
quad panel structures presented in section 8.4.

We have chosen the present two designs, which are built out of quadri-
lateral chamfered timber panels. They are highly similar to the timber
panel prototypes (cf. 8.4). The post-processor software developed for
the production of iterative geometric design was directly applicable for
the production of the G-code used to machine the components of the two
examples discussed below (cf. 11.3.1 and 11.3.2).

Further, two examples of outsourced G-code post-processors shall be
mentioned. While the post-processor written for the 5-axis MAKA ma-
chine is limited to specific part types, the acquired knowledge led to the
creation of two post-processors for small 3-axis CNC-routers (cf. 11.3.3).
The problem of “programming” 3-axis CNC-machines, which is far less
complicated1, allowed the implementation of more general versions of
the G-code post-processors.

11.3.1. Festival Room Model. This project regards 5-axis machin-
ing of parts for a reduced scale model of a master student’s design project.
Arnaud Bovet designed in the Atelier Weinand design studio 2009 a pro-
posal for a festival room. His proposal was a free-form object built out
of 512 quadrilateral timber panels. The CAM solutions existing in our

1having less undefined parameters
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school would have demanded to “program” each part individually, which
was impossible within the given time range.

For the production of the model’s components, the methods devel-
oped in chapter 7 have been applied on the geometry data provided by
the student. Figure 11.3.1 shows the component’s layout for integrated
manufacturing. The automatically generated tool-paths are shown in red.
The figure shows one of the five raw material boards used for the produc-
tion of the model’s parts.

FIGURE 11.3.1. Generated tool-paths (shown in red)
and the components (shown in grey)

The fabrication parameters for this project were defined by the chosen
tool and the material. A flat tipped 6mm finger tool was used to mill the
parts out of a 8mm thick MDF-board. The production of the 512 pieces
could be done within one day - five hours of milling. The assembly of the
parts is shown by figure 11.3.2.
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FIGURE 11.3.2. Assembly of the student’s model

Note: Although, the project hasn’t been geometrically defined by it-
erative geometric design, fabrication methods developed within the scope
of this thesis were able to be applied. The method developed did fit
smoothly into digital production chain of this project.

11.3.2. Production of an Origami Eye-catcher. This section presents
the production process of an eye-catcher sculpture for the exposition Ar-
chitexto, which was held in may 2009 in the city of Liège, Belgium. De-
signed by Hani Buri, the eye-catcher presents a four meter tall folded
timber board structure. Analogous to the previous example (cf. section
11.3.1), integrated manufacturing of the components used the methods
established in chapter 7.

The global design was composed of 78 pieces. In addition to the
contour cut of the parts, holes for dowel connections were machined on
the sides of the panels. Further, holes for fixing the parts on the machining
table have been generated in an automated manner.
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FIGURE 11.3.3. Left: Initial surface; Right: Thickened components

Figure 11.3.3 shows the initial surface designed by Hani Buri. The
form-finding parameters have been limited to two curves (shown respec-
tively in blue and in red). To obtain the geometry data of the components,
thickening methods of chapter 6.3 have been applied. Furthermore, two
different border condition were defined. The top and bottom elements
have been cut off horizontally with regards to the fact that the eye-catcher
was supposed to be put on a flat floor. The left and the right sides have
been cut by right angles. The differentiation of the border conditions was
further used for the automated detail generation. Holes for dowel con-
nections were machined in all sides of the center panels. For border and
corner panels, this detail was only applied on respectively three and two
corresponding sides.
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FIGURE 11.3.4. Mapped and packed parts

Figure 11.3.4 shows the constructional components mapped and packed
onto the raw material plywood boards. Nota bene that the developable
surface design of Hani Buri is very beneficial for efficient packing, which
provides densely packed boards with very little material waste. There-
fore, the 78 parts could be contained by seven plywood boards of 125cm
by 250cm.

FIGURE 11.3.5. Production of the eye-catcher’s parts
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The generation of the G-code used several principles described in
chapter 7. The contour cut used for milling the global shape of the com-
ponents was done in three passes (depending on the cutting angle and the
material thickness, which was 21mm). The machining of the detail for
the dowel fasteners was done by a 6mm piercing drill. The tool-paths of
one piece and the machined parts are shown by figure 11.3.5.

FIGURE 11.3.6. Finished eye-catcher

Two photographs of the finished eye-catcher are shown by figure
11.3.6. Besides of its success and its sculptural qualities, this small sized
project allowed us to apply several of the methods worked out within the
scope of this work. The applications range from data structuring and ad-
dressing over thickening and detailing, to mapping, and finally automated
G-code creation. They cover a wide spectrum of questions addressed in
part II of the present work. Even though this project was relatively small
in scale, it was tremendously interesting to our work allowing to test and
to verify several elaborated methods at the same time.
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11.3.3. 3-axis Machine Post-Processors. Within the scope of this
thesis, methods for automatic G-code generation have been developed
(cf. 7). With regards to architectural applications and with regards to the
machine at the laboratory’s disposal, the method has been optimized for a
5-axis milling machine, namely the MAKA MM7s. The machine instruc-
tions are based on standardized G-code commands specified in the ISO
standard 6983-1:1982. The developed post-processor has been used for
the production of several timber plate structures (cf. 8.4, 11.3.1, 11.3.2).
For the production of the decor panels presented in section 8.1 and the
components of the B-spline shell (cf. section 8.3), a 3-axis CNC router
from Zünd was used. The instructions of the controller of this router
does not support G-code but extended HP-GL. HP-GL is a graphic lan-
guage developed by Hewlett Packard for driving ink plotters. The basic
command-set might be explained by four commands. Typically, a instruc-
tion set of a HP-GL file might look like this:

PU0,0;PD100,100

Literally translated the instruction set shown above says:

PU Pen up
0,0 Go to position x=0, y=0
; is the separator
PD Pen down (starts drawing)
100,100 Go to position x=100, y=100 (linear interpolation)

For driving 2.5D-routers, these two instructions and the PA/PR2 com-
mands are the most used of the HP-GL language: plot and coordinates.
This corresponds basically to the G1 and the G0 commands of the ISO
standard 6983-1:1982. This set of four commands is prectically suffi-
cient to machine any polygonal 2D-objects. In addition to straight linear
interpolation, CA (circular arc) and CI (circle) commands offer circular
interpolation methods.

More detailed information about HP-GL can be found in [Dij99].
While the HP-GL language was initially developed for printers, Zünd
extended it for the used of 3-axis machines. Therefore, additional com-
mands defining tool parameters and Z-axis coordinates have been added.
The speed and velocity related parameters correspond to the G-code’s

2PA = PenAbsolute; PR = PenRelative
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feed rate (F-commands). Finally, HP-GL allows working with up to 8
tools, which can be defined by the command SP3.

FIGURE 11.3.7. Parameter input dialog

Figure 11.3.7 show the input dialog allowing to set the tool’s param-
eters. Hereby, it is possible to assign different tools to different colors of
the drawing. This may allow e.g. to engrave the red curves of a drawing,
to cut the blue one and to pen plot the black ones. Multiple tool paths and
parameters can be stored within one file.

Below, a extract of a HP-GL-file is shown. It contains a set of in-
structions for machining 2D-polygons by a Zünd router. The beginning
of the file contains a header initializing the machine. Further, tool one
is selected (SP1) and its parameters are defined, followed by a series of
coordinates. Finally the file ends by the selection of tool zero (SP04) and
a pen up command (PU).

3SP = SelectPen. While printers used to work with pens as only tools the command
“Select Pen” has been chosen. However, the Zünd controller uses the SP-command to
select the tool.

4SP0 means that the previously selected too is deselected, since tool 0 is not defined.
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IN;PU;

CT1;

SP1;PU;

VF60;

VW40;

VU80;

TR1;

ZP400,0;

ZS60,100;

PA3900,2500;

PD;

PA3538.5,2139.53;

PA3539.14,2817.82;

PA3011.44,2818.32;

(...)

PA3862.34,2087.44;

PA3760.54,2209.81;

PA3971.15,2190.58;

PA3986.11,2354.44;

PA3829.18,2446.29;

PA3900,2500;

PU;

SP0;PU;

The developed Zünd post-processor was only used for the two decor pan-
els presented in section 8.1 and for the production of the components of
the B-spline shell (cf. section 8.3). This can be explained by the fact that
a lot of third party software exists for the creation of machine instructions
for 3-axis CNC-routers. Further, it seems that the manufacturer Zünd is
developing a universal printer driver for his machines, which would be
able to command the router out of any CAD-software having printing
capabilities.

However, a fork project for Haase CNC-routers has been developed.
It allows the creation of HP-GL and G-code files from 2d-curve objects.
Actually, this post-processor is in daily use for the manufacturing of pro-
totypes by the firm Cute Cut.
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11.4. Load Bearing Capacities of Iteratively Designed Geometries

The possibility of the iterative geometric design, that allows the gen-
eration of rough and smooth objects, could be employed for the design
of bearing plate structures, using the rigidity of the fold to improve the
structural strength of free-form surfaces.

Figure 11.4.1 illustrates a preliminary investigation on the bearing
potential of such folded structures. This investigation considers the load
bearing capacities of free-form designs which are similar to the ones stud-
ied in 8.4. The analysis has been carried out by Dipl. Ing. Johannes
Natterer, IBOIS-EPFL.

On the left side of figure 11.4.1, a smooth symmetrical plate structure
is shown. On its right, the same model with added folds is shown. In
order to get a rough idea of the global structural behavior we imagined
a plate structure spanning over twelve meters, built of 20mm plywood
panels (spruce). First, we designed the smooth dome-like shell structure.
Hereon, asymmetrical load of Fz = 1500N/m2 was applied, which is a
typical design value for snow load in central Switzerland. The maximum
deflection occurred along the z-axis, which was about 266mm. After
adding folds, the FEM-analysis showed a maximum deflection value of
15mm.

FIGURE 11.4.1. Comparison of the a smooth and rough
IFS-surface under asymmetrical load

Note: This analysis was assuming hinge joints between the individual
constructional elements. In reality, the joints may present a certain bend-
ing rigidity. Since the constructional elements are fixed along all four
sides (except the border panels) any possible rotation is greatly limited
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by the system. For real scale applications, we think that adequate de-
tailing is highly important. Some questions related to detailing of folded
timber plate structures have been addressed in chapter 6.4. Further infor-
mation about the joints of folded timber plate structures can be found in
[BW09] and [HW08a]. Buri et al. [BW09] used 2mm folded steel plates
for joining massif block timber panels of 40mm. Haasis et al. studied in
[HW08a] the bending rigidity of screwed connections.

The above mentioned thoughts about detailing and structural proper-
ties of the presented work are possible subjects for future investigations.

11.5. Software Implementation

The methods presented in this thesis have intentionally not been re-
lated to particular software implementations. The principles of the meth-
ods studied were explained in a general way independent form a spe-
cific development environment (programming language and platform).
Nonetheless, the methods have led to a series of software for design and
production of architectural free-form objects. Within the following, the
indivitual software implementations are listed:

(1) FracMod: CAGD-software based on iterative geometric design.
Written in C++ and OpenGL. Aspects: Subdivision point mod-
eling, point weight modeling, projected vector sum modeling.

(2) SubdivScheme Editor and MultiResMesh Editor: CAGD-software
based on iterative geometric design. Written in C++ OpenGl
using QT and SimpleViewer. Aspects: Declarative subdivision
scheme editing, multi-resolution modeling, planarity optimiza-
tion.

(3) CAD-scripts for: Addressing, computation of constructional com-
ponents, detailing, mapping, packing, tool path generation and
post processing. Written in VisualBasic and .Net for Rhinoceros3D.

(4) Further, empirical testing for the development of the geometric
design method has been done in MatLab and AutoCad.

Even tough some tools have been implemented for specific commercial
products using their own specific commands and languages, the methods
worked out in this thesis are general enough to be implemented on other
platforms.
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